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PREF AC E 
This wo r k is called Studi e s i n Psychology, bec ffilBe , al-
though !!lany topic s are reated wi t h cons ider able fulness and al-
'Nays with much car e , t h ere is no at temp t t o deal wi t h a ny of t h e 
d:i.vi ions of the subject exhaust ively. The f irs t par t i s s impl y 
a p r esentat ion of ov.t ines which a r e de emed essential i n a true 
app r oach to t he .tudy of minri. Some thi ngs must be understood 
. n a broad way e_ ore e.n:r spec ia.l knowledge can be expected . 
The second part takes up matte r s more in detail . I t s e t s _or t h 
t he particul a r ftl!nc tions and operat· ons of mind and explains 
t he t r true char a .ter. 
The genera.1 a i m has be en t o obs erve and interpret mi nd in 
a stric tly accurat e and i~dependent manner wi t hout r ega r d t o any 
special school of thinke r s in eithe r Germany, England or Ame r -
i ca . Au t horit i es have not been discar ded . They hav e been con-
su:lted and carefully r ead. Bu t t hey have no t ·oeen followed as 
4a if they wer e in po ss ess ion of a l l light and had all t h e ab ility 
t o obs erve and think. It ha s b een p r esumed t hat knowl edge 
can be reached and put i nto sui t able form by o t hers . 
\ 
, 
' 
• 
Careful examinat ion of the work will show that there has 
been no attempt to draw a line b etween so called rational and 
empirical psychol•Jgy . 
Braint ree, Mass • Granville Yager. 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N . . 
, PSYCHOLOGY. 
1. Psychology is the Science of Mind _or. SoUl . 
In this statement no reference to the Divine Mind is 
intended. And yet, when we think, we camot avoid thinking 
of' God as Fundamental or Parent Mind. Sir William Hamilton 
• made much of the words: 
"In the world there is nothing great but man, 
In man there is nothing great but mind." 
But thElio celebrated aphori4m, . as expressiv.e of the fulness 
of thought is very incomplete. In the world God exists. He 
I 
manifests himself. He makes known his power, his intelli-
as above him. 
·' • 
Fundamental Verities with Man in True Relation: 
1. God. 
2. Man. 
3. The Universe not God and not Man. 
2. Mind, like body, reveals or manifests itself. It is 
manifested in such a way that we know it as reality. We dis -
tinguish it from body. We know it as superior to and having 
·the. control of body. 
There is no manifestation unles s there is something to be 
manifested. Whatever is manifest ed exists. It exists having 
its own type of manifestation. It i s distinguished by be ing 
observed to be different from something else observed. 
3. Mind has birth and growth. It is apparently born with 
body and has increase of power with the increase and develop-
ment of particular forms of body . 
If it could be shown either that mind exists before the par-
ticular body to which it is joined appears, or that it comes into 
~existence later than the body to which it is joined, nothing es-
, sent ial would be added to o:Jr knowledge. It seems sufficiently 
• 
• 
• 
apparent that they were made to exist tog~ther and to attend each 
other in special relation. 
4. Mind is intimately associated with body, particularly the 
nervous s~stem or organization. It has no attribute of extension~ 
literally speaking it camot be placed, and yet it is manifested 
in most wonderful relation with particular forms of body. 
The bra in, as the surmni t or crown of the nervous sys tern, seems 
to be the special organ of .mind. It is knovm, especiallY in man, 
to be a most intricate and involved mass of matter, and, as re-
spects fibre and cell, to have the most marvelous complexity and 
delicacy of structure. It stands in close and well-adjusted re-
lation to the other }arts of the nervous system, particularly the 
f 
end- organs so called, and also the system of muscles. I t has 
peculiar a djustment to the outer world1 through the senses, in 
.Ill point of what is sometimes called afferent experience or that of 
receiving impression, and, through the muscles, in point of e :rf'er-
ent experience or that of conveying impress ion or out-wardly 
transmitting effect. 
5. Mind may be studied from the standpoint of t~ forms of 
body with which it is associated and which it uses. The facts and 
• , phen omena thus ascertained and classified consti t ute the science 
of Physiological Psychology. 
The correlations of mind and body and their rmnifest inter-
, action raise many very interesting questions. Physiological 
Psychology has endeavored to interpret some of the correlations 
- , and to explain much of the interaction. It has also nacb a very 
. special attempt to localize mental :function of t h e various so~ts 
in particular parts of the brain. Success in this latt~r attempt 
has thus far been exceedingly scant, while the so called science 
of Phrenology has been altogether discredi ted. 
6. M:ii.nd shows itself in all the living for-.ms or organiz-
tions called animal. Its manifestation in these forms is exceed-
ingly varied and worthy of the most intelligent observation and 
study. The human mind , however, supplies the basis of our pre-
sent study • 
.Many things gathered by the study of the minds of the lower 
animals would be helpful in connection with our present inquir-
:ii e s and investigations. It would undoubtedly be a great mistake 
arbitrarily to ~reject any facts which might properly be drawn 
from the anil:1al world. But it is the mind of man t o whi ch our 
attention must b e speciall y turned, for it. is concerni ng him 
more par t i.cular ly that. we desi :re to know. 
. ~ 
• 
PART I • 
G E N E R A L P S Y C H 0 L 0 G Y • 
CHAPTER I. 
P 0 S I T I 0 N of' M I N D • 
1. The human mind, to which our attention is specially 
d irected, stands at the summit of a long and diversified series of 
aniJTB.l mind. It does not appear tlat it !as grown up from the 
ll owost t ype, but that it was created where it now stands. 
If it can be shown that the human mind has grown up from the 
lowest type or species of an irra.l mind in the ages of the pas t , 
~ · 
I 
s till the law of growth and the present process of repr.eduo.tion . 
within the lirni ts of its own species denand intelligent Creative 
Power as cause, and do not in the least pennit invalidation of its 
I I].,. 
rank. It still remains highest in position, judged by its strength 
1 am capability. It crOBns and conmands all othe r ·-mind except that 
I 
' I of the Creator. 
2. The human mind does not always so appear, but, when pro-
perly advanced or developed in the relation which it holds, is in 
reality master o~ environment. It may be said: It is superior to 
environment, and yet it is conditioned by environment. It has the 
power to reach out aft_er and take possession of things, and yet it 
• I is awakened by the presence and touch of things. It lives above, 
and yet by support o~ the world around it. It can feed and educate 
. it s elf, and yet in childhood it is very weak and de~ndEl'lt upJ>n 
1 
!"rents and teachers. It can be continually growing independent, 
and yet it feels the f'orce of heredity and must rely; .. f'or all in-
crease of strength and superiority upon the laws of life. Mind 
~ should be, for it has the eapacitY : to be, master of environment. 
In order to secure the t~ue development of mind, biologic~! 
laws should be well tmder·stood. Parents should not forget what 
I 
they are liable and likely to transmit to their ehildren. Home 
/·' 
. ,.,..-
and school influence should be of the highest possible quality. 
~ Physical and social surroundings should be kept good. Hard ad-
• 
1-
I 
~- I 
I 
• 
verse surroundings frequently may : and if possible should: be over-
come. Both the inner and outer factors contributing to inerease 
of fee ling and desire, to advance of thought and purpose, to im-
proverrent of judgment · and aetion, or to anything of the nature of 
better habit, finer temperament, higher and nobler disciplineJ 
should be kept strong • 
3. Mind has speeial position in the world of created objects 
or things because of its self-active character or constitution.Even 
before it ea n be said to have realized or to know itself in vo-
lition or will, spontaneous or inherent activity appears. Impulse , 
instinct, appetite, yearning, longing, striving, mark or distin-
guish it. When it begins to realize itself as originating action, 
or as being truly self-active, then its greatness becomes awarent. 
Its s~cial eapabilit:\' lies in its power ~owingly _to t ake up the 
suggestions and fbrces within itself and educate or form itself for 
high destiny. 
The active nature of mind, as all things are more or less ac-
tive, has been o:r.ten noticed. The fact that i t exerts influence 
and even has control over environment or sur-roundings is no new 
observation. But that it is endowed with sel f -activity, that i~ 
can originate aet ion, that it can not only a eo ept but create mo-
tive s or grounds of thought and action, can shape its O\m being, 
• h'as not been so fully brought out. The rank of the hmna.n mind is 
s pec i ally exhibited in this endowment and the degree of its posses-
sion. Mihd can not only be master o:f its surroundings while de-
pendent in a certain way upon them, but it can be master of and to 
a la. rge degree transform and . dreate . itself'. 
L 
' 
4. While mind has no attribute of extension or cannot in any 
• sense be located as forms of matter are located or placed, it yet 
• has its sphere of being, it exists in relation. Other objects or 
Jb 
things have individuality or separateness. So has mind, and so 
have minds. As mind in our thought becomes individualized and re-
~ veals it~elf in it-s tr.u.e character, we come to think· of human minds 
as persons. All persa1s stand in relation to other objects or 
things and to one another. 
To know is to realize things as they stand in themselves or as 
they appear in :relation. When mind looks out upon things, it first 
sees them, so tar as it sees at all, as they are in themselves.Next · 
• it sees them in relation to itself and . without thought of other 
things. It has experience with them, it finds the element or ele-
menta of their being in touch with. or joining them to . itself. It 
then sees them in relation to one another and in relation to itself'. 
When things touch or a ff'ect one another in such a way as t.o 
have sorrething in conmon, they are in relation. Mind or ~rson 
must be considered in th·is l ;.i:'ght of' re.lat m·on and as having both 
passive and active character. 
I ( 
CHAPTER II. 
• 
M I N D or P E R S 0 N in R E L A T I 0 N • 
1. Mind is a great reality, but there are other realities and 
each indi viCtual mind is a reality in the presence of other mind and 
other things. 
Let the personal pronoun, I, stand for mind as ''fe wish to 
• consider it, namely, in relation. Let 0 atancl for other object or 
t hing. The relation existing between mind and other object or 
t h ing may be expressed by a line drawn from I to 0, thus: 
I 
Tho;; r o;;lat iun tlX.i.~"c.; ing bet.wet.n mind and other obje ct.s o~· 
I t hings will then take on this form: 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Besides the direct relations existing between mind and other 
things of whatever kind, there are the relations betwee~n things 
themselves to which also the mind ms relations. The relations 
between things, in a ddition to the above, nay be shown thus: 
The relations between mind and the relations existing between 
things which themselves exist in relation to one another may be 
shown by adding still other lines, in this mam er: 
In addition to these relations there are still relations be-
l t ween relations to be expressed, and the remaining relations of' 
;'V 
• 
• 
• 
mind to such relations : 
It will be seen that , as things to which the mind has relations 
increase in number, relations greatly increase, and mind li~e may 
become very complex. If attributes or qualities o~ things, or 
parts of things, in addition to things, be ts. ken as things, it is 
plain that li~e rray be come exceedingly canplex • 
2. Things not ourselves, when present or in :relation to mind, 
have the power of exciting or stimulating us. Within certain limi-
tations and with certain conditions of readiness or prep:1.mtion on 
the Iart of mind, presentation and excitement always oceur. 
Mind is evidently made for experience with things not itself • 
It is constituted self'-active, active-passive, and passive. Whether 
it is first active or passive in its rra.ni:fustation of itself in 
l t? 
f 
life is not easy to dete nn ine. But t h ings both of a ~m terial an d 
immaterial cha racter ha ve })ower to impress themselves upon it. They 
- 1 have power to arouse or excite what may be called presentations or 
present experiences within it, tho~gh it must itself be truly ac-
• 
t ive in the shaping or detennining of such experiences. 
3. Mind, in the presence of objects or things, spontaneously 
tends to observe them. It has within itself "·hat rray be called 
t he impulse to obs.ervat ion. Aroused or excited in the least degree_, 
it fixes itself to know objects or things both in themselves or as 
they stand in relation. 
Percept ion is the proper name to give to observation of things . 
in themselves considered; and conception, to observation of things 
as standing in relation or having common qualities. Introspection 
• is properly appl ied to the observation of self • 
• 
-· 
• 
Observation ; 
1. Percf:pt:i. on 
2. Conception 
3. Introspec ti on 
4. Upon observation, whether of the nature of perception 
cr conception , a,cting after a law of its cwn. being, mind forms 
within itself representations of things to which it stands in 
relation . It also holds or ~eeps such representations. Such 
representations it may re call f r om i ts deposit vd. th itself, a.nd 
it always does , to a g reater or less ~egree , to build up its 
vie 1s or experiences. 
I. i ttle else can b e saj.d of mental ii!l.ages or pictures, or of 
idear. of things wtethsr part:i.. cul~:tr or general , whicl the mind b:r 
its own energy and vfter its ov-.u1 nature fo rms , than that ~ 
th~y represe~t within the real ities or things witho·t. 
5 . Mind :reflc3cts or thin ·k.s abou·t objects or thing~ to which . 
it stands or lE.s stood in rela'tion. It re:fonns its ideas upon re-
ne'Fved observation, and reaches judgments or conclusions, relying 
• upon such observations as have already been rra.de and treasured up 
in the pem"cepts and ' . Conc~p:ts which it carries. 
Percepts and concepts are the elements of knowledge which re-
sult from the acts o£ perception and conception. Thinking rray be 
sa id to be reviewing to ascertain the validity o:f percepts and 
concepts, and to see to what they tend in the further examination 
• of study of things as tMlly related. 
6. Mind trusts objects or things upon which it finds it can 
rely. It naturally inclines to depend upon all reality. In all 
true relation, mind nay and should dep:tnd upon objects or things _ -
for whatever of worth they lillY possess which may justly be yielded 
" up to mind. In every person there should be worth for every other 
• person. 
Things upon which or in which reliance rray be placed are true. 
Persons who can be trusted are true. The :false is the tmreliable 
• always. 
• 
• 
• 
7. Mind uses objects or things upon the ascertainment of 
t heir \e.lue. It is a working and fashioning p'ower. It goes out 
into specially activa relations in the world to accomplish sane-
t hing with other mind and other things • 
Al l work is nental. In no sense can work be called physical-,excep· 
in this · respec ~ i · · that the J!hys ical is employed. All power or 
ener.~y originates 1\'ith mind and goes forth into uses as directed or 
corrml!lnd~ fi. The P'Owe.r of the Creator is given in the hunan mind to 
be exercised and applied in such ava·ys as will tend to st ~ngthen 
. and benef'it man , or secure to him true person~ tr~ nanhood • 
• 
• 
• 
CHAPTER I I I. 
F U N D A M E N T A L P H A S E S of M I N D • 
1. There are three fundamental phases to which all mind 
phenomena and mind power must be referred: (1) The passive phase, 
l 
or that in which mind is simply acted upon by things not itself and 
is Unpressed, is affected or moved; (2) The active-passive (neflex-
active), or that in which, by a law of its being, mind acts back 
upon the things which have acted upon it to form within itself re-
presentations (images, pictures) or ideas of those things; {3) The 
, self-a.~tive, or that in which mind, with or without reason or end, 
I with ~ without motive or d eve 1 oped purpose, originate a its own 
I action , or spontaneously acts • 
The recognition of thiS ' t hreefold distinction in mind is a 
rra tt er of great importance in 1.mderstanding and ri~tly est :imat ing 
the various men tal phenomena. The former way, a cbp ted by s orne, of 
making a twof'old distinction simply, was positively misleading. 
Mind acted upon is certainly different from mind acting , acta.d, uppn:J 
._ and acting mck" as the result of being acted upon, and both are 
• 
• 
• 
different from mind self-activ.e or originating its C1K!l action. 
2. Mind in its three i'unchmental phases is called, respect-
ively, sensibility, intellect, will. \Vhen seen in eKperience, we 
say, it f'eels ., it knows or thinks, it strives or wills, according 
to wl'liche ver of the three phases ~s . . e.epe_c ially dominant .. 
These three phases are usually to a greater or less degree 
blended. They bl;end with and reinforce or hinder one another. They 
fhould be studied with reference to their combined and their rein-
f'o rc ing or hindering :i.nfl uence, as well as in their assumed sepa-
rate! and :i.nde~ndent nanif'estation • 
3. Mind, being a thing of growth, in all its fundamental 
phases has inc ipi.ent and nature lTBnifesta t ion. Feeling advances 
2. 
from a low state or stage to thB.t \Yhich is high and strong; knowing, 
:from the feeble , slight, uncertain grasp to the clear~ sure, posi-
• tive; willing, from the corrunonest impulse or striving to get or to 
• 
• 
• 
realize to the highest intention or purpose, choice~ execution. 
The low state or stase of' either feeling, knowing or willing 
as related to some things may exist in association \f'ith the hidl 
state as related to other things, and the \aried experience in any 
relation rray be taken as a type or representation of' what is es-
sential in point of' gmeral increase or progress in power. Feeling. 
lmowing, willing, in respect to quality, will admit of' improvement 
, as well in respect to strength or quantity. The highest culture 
includes regulation and proportion resulting from self'-di:rection 
and the f'ormat ion of' true habit • 
4. In di f'f'erent types of mind there is ·considerable origina 1 
difference as to fUndamenta~ phases. Such difference may persist 
in spite of much cultivation. It is often remarked of' certain 
. ~ 
• 
per-ons -:hat they have spec al sensibility , or great intellect, 
or great will , or the opposite of either of these. 
Uw ua ly great intellect is as3ociated with great wi ll . The 
mo re intense ly self-active t he more the mL.d is li.J:.:ely to be 
placed and k er.lt in situations where it wi ll be st imulated a nd 
specia lly aroused _ rom without to ~now . Special sensibility 
often i nvests it s :p osse6sor vd th grea t charm. Exaggerated sen-
c·ibilit , i:1 t :i.lec: , or will , is never agreeable or pleasing . 
True balance of fundamental states has much to do with making 
the perfe c t man • 
CHAPTER IV. 
MIND AWAKE. 
1. Mind. in common with much else in the world. has a rhyth-
1 
mio existence- it exists asleep, and it exists awake • . What it is, 
i when asleep, we do not know. It is then simply without nani:fl3sta-
tion, naking it impossible to know. When awake, it is ready for 
experience . and its nan ifustat ior¥ma.y be noted • 
• 
Consciousness is the proper narre to apply to awake ness of mind, 
or t.o the mind in a condition of readiness :for experience. As mind 
I 
1 awake has all experience, be it less or more, this word is often 
used with a much more extended signification. It has scmetimes 
been made to oarry the n:ean ing of introspe etion, which applies to 
• the power of the mind to observe its own states. It has o:f:.ener 
• bean made to signify the entire realizing power o:f mind with re-
l :rerence to objects or things material or immaterial having relation 
to mind or person. When we say, we have oerta in things- views of 
things, thoughts of things, experience with things- in our ccn -
• sc iousness, we mean, in our minds awake, or ca }:able of :re ce i ,ing 
or holding such things. We rrake the oondi t ion of mind stand for 
mind in condition. 
2. Awakeness may be low, and it rra.y be high. There is an 
ascending and a descending scale. Upon mat the degree of awake-
re ss depends, in all sorts of persons certainly, is very nuch of a 
• mystery. To say that it is due to the rise and :fall, to the flow 
and ebb of vi tal energy, is very much like saying that it is due 
to the strength and weakness or loss of power of mind itself. 
Without doubt, f'rom the physical standpoint, it rra.y be assert-
ed that mind action ms a relation to the blood supply. The brain 
~ requires large amounts of blood when the mind is at work, and 
•• especially when doing its best. There is v.ariation of mind power, 
usually, corresponding to the quality of blood. But that does not 
settle the whole question. Many persons have an abundance of good 
blood, the physical man in every respect is strong, yet their minds 
~ never reach a high degree of awakeness. Physical growth or devel-
opment sorret imes seems to hinder or oppose mental readiness. 
• 
• 
• 
3. Awakeness has to do with mind in general, and it relates 
to feeling, knowing, willing- the three fundauental phases of mind-
in particular. There nay be low or high awakeness of sensibili t~r 
or mind as feeling, of intellect or mind as knowing, of self-
activity or mind as willing. 
It is apparent that great 11ariations of mind as it rrartifests 
itself in different persons must arise from the different degre~s 
of awakeness as relatad to the three fundarrental states. If, in 
addition, we must take into account the quantity and qLBlity of 
blood, and the special type of nervous organism with which mind is 
assoe:iated, as occasioning <nuses or grounds of lo.v or high awake-
ness, . the extent of variability in mind in general must be very 
great. Variations arising within the mind_,occasioned by its native 
strength, its peculiar cast or quality, its preponderance of one 
31 
• phase rather than anothel- and as dominating the othar phases, in-
creased by such variations as arise from the almost constant inter-
• 
• 
• 
action of mind and body _, and the action of the extemal world upon 
the mind through the body in all the ways b)l which it is adapted 
to :receive and transmit such action, surpass calculation. 
4. High awakeness is essential to mind acquisition, yet low 
awakeness or the slee.p of mind, like the slumber of physical natureT 
rray be essential to the ~the ring of energy, rray be a true prepara-
tion for high awa kene ss or wakeful readi:ne ss of mind. 
Attention is the proper name :f'or high awakeness or the spec-
ially wakeful condition of' mind. Attention may be o:r a purely 
intellectual or ref'lex character, as when mind is stimulated or a -
roused by the presence of an object; or it may be voluntary, as 
when mind in its self'-active state or phase holds itself' in special 
readiness for expe.rience with something. 
CHAPTER V. 
M I N D A W A R E • 
1. Mind rra y be ave. ke and yet not be a v.a re. It rra y l::e aware 
as to some things and entirely una'.vare as to. other things. Proba-
bly there is more or less awareness accompanying most awakeness, 
because the conditions of' existence are such as to favor awareness • 
• Intuition is the proper term to apply to awareness of mind, or 
to direct inspection or seeing. As all fundamental or insoluble, 
unresolvable truth, must be seen directly or without analysis with-
out any further steps or progresson the :t=art of' mind, intuition has 
frequently been specially applied to the seeing of such truths. But 
it, is properly applied to all direct seeing, of' which there is muchr 
• in the earlier as well as later experience of mind. Indeed it is 
difficult to say, and pe maps . it never should be said, that there 
is any experience of mind ensuing upon ava.keness tmt is not at-
• 
tended by di r ect seeing. It certainly seems as if intuition were 
as broad and pervasive as mind itself in its operationsJor its 
exercise of its powers or faculties. 
2. Awareness of mind is conditioned upon the existence of 
light. Without light there could be no a~areness of objects as 
presented to vision or the inner power of the mind to realize, 
to behold • 
Light cannot be defined. Mental light is an insoluble which 
the Creator gives the mind . in which awareness becomes possible and 
actual. · As well 
l the Creator, the 
as we can understand, it is the revealing power o f 
emanation of his person, giving meaning and char-
acter to things. 
I 
• 3. Awareness may be low, and it may be high. It has its 
• ascending and descending scale. The degree· of awareness must de-
! pend muoh upon the degree o:f awakeness which pre oedes. Something, 
. ' 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
also, upon the degree of light which accompanies awake ness. 
If we are wide awake, we always see or realize more. A strong 
light upon the physical world makes objects stand out with more 
clearness and distinctness to us. The same is true in the inmate-
rial realm. In all the range of our mental experience, much seams 
to depend upon our me1. tal readiness, or upon the strength of con-
sciousness or attentiolb. - ·active, self-active consciousness "1:"' and 
much upon the strength of the revealing power in the field to which 
the mind is turned. 
4 . Wide a ·wareness as we l l as wide awakeness signifies that 
niind is br.-oad.+Y i nvolved, or that its three :fhndamental phases-:: the 
,I:assive, the active-passive, the self-active ~ are included in th9! 
relation to obj eats or things • 
There is much more every way in the experience of mind when 
feeling, knowing, and willing are blended. Some of the very finest 
· ·'-., .,.,.. 
and most powerful intuit ions begin in feeling. By intellect, in-
tuitions are botmded or defined. By will, they ~in positiveness 
• or depth. Intuitiveness of feeling and willing perfect intuitive-
ness of knowing. 
• 
• 
• 
5. The highe.st awareness, and frequently the most extended, 
is brought about by self-activity, or the mind direct.lng and urg-
ing itself into relations that are numerous and large. Strength of 
will is an essential :factor in establishing large relations • 
Pushing out or around always puts the mind into more immediate 
and positive contact with objects or things. It also results in 
:finer and fuller developm.ent of mind, if' ca. re is taken. It leads 
to livelier imagination, the :formation of stronger images or ideas; 
to brighter, keener judgment; to seeing into things with more 
readiness; to the possession of quickness of power and consequently 
to large over-seeing or generalizing as well as specializing or 
particularizing awareness. Strong, lively, exalted, far-reaching 
.. 
• 
intuit ive po•.ver is a great gift of mind, a.nd much to be desired. 
The very depths of thi.ngs, the most fundamental, if graeped, 
n:::us t be apprehended by i n tui ti.on or avvareness. Or it might per-
haps be mo re-: accurately said, by mind f ully avv-ake and fully 
aware • 
• 
-· 
• 
CHAPTER VI. 
G R 0 W T H of M I N D • 
1. Mind is seen and knON'n to grow. By mind growth is rreant 
increase of power. It is tmced in the rrani:testations of' mind on 
the few simple lines with which childhood begins . and has no re ~r-
ence to the \e.riety or canplexity of rrani:festation • 
The brain increases in size up to a certain age. Mind in a 
similar way obviously increases in power. We cam ot strictly 
speaking, insist upon or assert quantity of mind as we speak of 
quantity of rra.tter, but we know that the mind has degrees of ef-
fiency or strengbh. It has trore and rrore capacity or capability. 
2. We note not only high and low consciousness and intuition 
in mind of a given age, but increase in the power of' both at dif'-
ferent times as age and experience advance. 
• 
Let the peraonal pronoun, I, stand f'or mind or person. Let 
circles be drawn around I, the inner to represent consciousness, 
the outer to represent intuition. The increase may then be exhibit-
! ed in this way: 
Th is increase of' consciousness and intuit ion is due to the in-
crease of' person or self' as the size of' the pronoun shows • 
3. Increase in power to use the body can be easily traced in 
childhood and also in later lif'e. 
The mind dominates the body in much of' its experience with 
t hings through the senses. It also directs the body in walking and 
• in handling things. It is true the increase of' strength of' body is 
• sorrething which cannot be overlooked; but the bocy, however . strong_, 
becorms very quickly an inert and helpless mass without the pres-
• 
• 
• 
. ' 
ence and power of mind. The increase of mind to match the increase 
' 
of body and rrake the body work for mind is sorrething ve:ry interest-
ing. 
4. Increase in p<Mer on the p:1 rt of mind to shape and direct 
its own efforts in study, or in forms of mental toil, is easily and 
often observed. 
This is but the natural increase of power of mind in relation 
to i tself as the earlier and more obvious increase of mind in its 
relation to body goes on. The mind acquires power with itself, and 
learns to direct itself in the realization of whatever it may de-
sire or hope to attain. It acquires more and more ae.lf-activity,. more 
thought power, more feeling, more quickness or greater readiness 
to attend, to see, to work upon objects or things·; to work over or 
to utilize its OKn products or acquisitions and to advance in the 
affairs of 1 ife. 
s. Growth of mind, 1 ike the growth of' body, depends cons iclerably· 
upon inheritance,or whit we rm.y oo.ll prenatal start, but. it also 
, • depends upon good food[ and good whole some or wisely-provided exer-
• 
• 
• 
cis e of mind. 
Too much care cannot be taken as respects the condition of 
mind of parents before children are born. Health and vigor in par-
ent s m ve much to do with health and vigor in children. Too much 
care mnnot oo taken to see that the rrental food of children be of 
the truly nourishing and building quality. Great care should be 
taken as to the requisite amount of mental rest and mental exercise· 
The kinds of exercis~and the quantity corresponding to the age of 
the child whether younger or olderj' should be considered by those 
v.ho rave the training of' children. Proportion and l:alance of ~ntal 
quickening and mental support have much to do with rrental growth • 
) 
'r-il 
CHAPTER VI I. 
D E V E L 0 P M E N T of M I N D • 
1. Mind develope . as well as grows. Development succeeds and 
accompanies growth. It rray be said to be almost wholly dependent 
upon growth. Devel:opment has reference to the variety an d com-
plexity of manifestation of mind, or the :increase in number of 
faculties or functions with all that such :increase imp lies • 
• 
Faculty or i"'unction indicates t.te way.r of rrental manifes tation 1 
or the use to which the mind by its ver y nature puts itself. It 
arises to our thought and is named from the purpose or end which 
not so much in general but in particular t!1e mind fulfils. It 
stands for quality rather than quantity o:f ea.pacity or energy or 
• . activity of mind. 
2. Mind begins its development in the observation of the 
rraterial world by menns of the bodily senses. It continues its 
development · interiorly or in special :relation to the inmaterial 
world. 
Let the personal pronoun I, as 1mder Mental Growth, stand for 
mind or person. Let circles be drawn around I, the imer to re-
present consciousness, the outer to represent intuition. Let a 
horizontal diameter be drawn through the circles1 and also extended 
through a larger outlying circle which may be drawn and taken to 
• represent the full extent of the mind's observation or experience. 
Then the lower semicircles will indicate the development of mind 
t oward the J.ower or rraterial world, while the upper mlves will 
represent the development toward the immaterial world. This, of 
course, will only development. 
It frequently happens that mind is well developed in its relation 
to the rra te rial world and ver-y poorly developed in its relation 
to the irruna terial \Vorl d. 
3. Mind, in development, adVa.nces from the fac~ty of obser-
vat ion to the faculty of fanning images or pictures or ideas within 
itself. It then usually shows the . langua ge faculty. 
There is a very early and rre.rked adva n ce in most minds f rom 
• the simple or first appearance or presentation of objects or things, 
whether in the material or immaterial world)· to the observation <5 f 
things in relation, or as affected by their existence in each 
other's presence and mving sorre thing in common. There is also a very 
early and rra rked observation of things as ha'V"irtg · re~ai. ion to mi.nd i~-
sel..f .Where any attempt is rrade to express or communicate ideas, 
• the language f'acul ty advances accordingly. As ob servation be comes 
• complex, imagination or ideation and the :faculty of spoken or 
wri t ten language become complex. Hence language itself, wh ich is 
the pro duet of the 1 anguag e faculty, and by means of whic h we un-
derstand the faculty, becomes complex. Imagination or ideation and 
....  language, as faculties, both belong to the general power of mental 
representation, the one being the fuculty to repre sent within the 
mind, the other to represent without for the sake of ot her mind. 
4. The faculty of rrental interpretation and assertion CJ. S to 
mean ing of thing:s . in the .ir simple or canplex relation t ·o mind . 
and the faculty of memory ... the power to ret a in and: reproduce- ideas -
• accomr-any and follow the faculties of observation, o f ma g ination 
or ideation i and the language :faculty, · in development. 
Judgment and memory are certainly great powers of soul. In 
education, the development of' judgment shotil.d pre cede the develop-
ment of memory. Things rightly interpreted and understood are 
• , ustally quite easily remembered. Things misinterpreted and mis-
• understood ought not to be remembered. All acquisitions of' min d 
should have a true character, those acquisi tiona at the outset or 
• 
,beginning of' experience quite as much as those @.trered later. 
5. Other fa cult ie s, such as the e 1a borat ion in thought of' the 
I primary acquisitions of' mind, the gathering up and a:r•ranging of' the 
products of' knowledge, the regulation and proportioning of' feeling 
in the creation of sentiment and purpose, the building and strang-
thening of' moral consciousness and intuition, the complete unfold-
i ng of moral as ·well as intellectual rmnhood, may re noted in the 
process of development • 
Moral development involves the idea of responsibility. The 
moral person or character is simply the nental being or personalit y 
raised into the sphere of relation to God and man under the aspect 
of' obligation or duty. Mental being very early becomes moral be-
ing. The pro:fer cultivation of' moral being gives true cra:meter to 
• , ental being. The rrental fu.culties are urged and exranded under 
• he direction of moral sentiment and as the result of true moral 
I choice. 
I 
6. Development joined to or mingling with gro\vth ii"..forms 
/ .• 
._... 
or cons titutes mind. It gives 1t tr~ e character with reference 
to the sphere in l i fe which it was designed to fil l . 
Grow t h without development leaves the mind c oa.rse and 
gross. I t leaves it without speci~l capacity or adap t at ion . 
Development f: ts fo :r special pu!·pose or end , a.nd a1f•o for the 
.~:.ighest purpo se or en d contemplated b y all l ower purpos es . I t 
refine E> , improves , exalts, tt< r n.s ffi ci Emcy c minci into pr-
per c1anr:..els and prou..ctes enlargement , a d equacy , suff i ci ency, 
i n many ways . 
..,.. 
• 
CHAPTER VIII. 
H A R M 0 N Y of Jvi I N D • 
1. By harmony of mind is meant more than development ensuing 
upon and ace omp:lnying growth. It is the e xistenu.an d working to-
gether of the powers or :taculties in such relation and order as to 
insure beauty and excellence of mental character • 
• The coordinating of rmntal powers,or the setting of' them in 
true agreement or accord so as to avoid interference and upset in 
their activity or exercise iB of great importan~. Feelinms, i-
deas or thoughts, and choices or purposes, should mve a true re-
lat ion. Impulses or desires should work in h:lrmony with judgment 
or reason. Emotions should not over master or outrun t he will. The 
• will should not be hard and persistent as against true af'fection or 
• interest. Each power should have its place. All the functions 
should be properly fulfilled. 
2. Harmony includes not only a working together as rren tal 
pCM"ers to a gr€a.ter or less extent must work, but a working in sue-
cession to sustain one another in the accomplishment of great tasks_.., 
1. in the f'ulfilmen t of high undertakings. 
Both before and after true motive ms been conceived ,and cho-
sen to influence and lead the mind, the pavers of' mind naturally 
incline to a succession of activity that is improving and elevating. 
God puts that within nan which may be called mental towa:rdness. He 
• sets up the right order in what is conmonly called instinct or 
what is denominated natural. That order all feel, see. That 
order all with candor and sincerity should accept. Too often, hotv-
ever, instead of a ganuine recognition of the mental tov.ardness, 
there arises a frovrerdness which leads away ~rom beauty and excel-
lence of mental character. Deformity and deficiency take the place 
• of beauty and excellence of person as the result • 
• 
3. True harmony must have respect to a moral or ethical f in- , 
• 
ish, or · the production of the right spirit inman. Conversely the 
rchoice of a right spirit in man must tend to harmonize his powers. 
What we call ethical /springs out of an apprehended and rightly 
interpreted relation to God. It corres to us in the consciousness 
and intuition which await and take hold upon the revelation of 
diw.ine character. It stands in consciousness and intuition taking 
on the mture of conscience, receiving the revelation of God and 
realizing obli~tion, raving the conviction that the only true 
I cmracter which it is possible formaJl to rrake must oo like God's. 
1 
'l'o represent nan . with consciousness and intuition raised to an ap-
prehended relation to God • or as having become cotlscience, and to 
, show rran as possessing ethical being, let the diagram as given , 
I under Development of' Mind be again drawn. The reme God will he ap-
propriately placed above the circles, and Conscience above Intui-
• tion and Consciousness, while between God and Conscience a line 
• will be drawn to indicate the ethical relation. 
4. True m rrnony completing or carrying fprward true develop-
• ment is true education. It is secured under the direction o:r the 
Divine Mind through the best interpreters of his ferson. 
The best teachers are always needed to carry on mental work. 
The Great Teacher should be most gratefully remembered and sought 
as having special power to interpret the Divine Person. Other good 
• tEncrers, teachers of narked ability and with true human sympathy 
• as well as intelligence, should be sought. It is their especial 
province to help in the unfolding and rarmonizing of' mind. But 
•• 
-
ruin.<i should win fo1~ i t. seL , under the direction and control of 
t ile Divine Spirit, a.nd under the guia.a.nce and help of other 
t eachers, self-direct ion, self- control, s elf -hel pfulness . Self-
helpfulness should always grow benevolent and bee me ac tive in 
helping others . 
5 . Harmony of mind leads to true preservation of mi nd. 
Trte preservat ion of mi nd fully allies i t to the spiritu~l 
world , to which , after its growth, its develop:hlent, its harmon-
izing of facult ies or powe r s , i t more especially bel ongs . 
Mind harmony, as related str i c tly to s elf having t o do vd. th 
self, removes friction of powers; a s rela t ed to God ac ting upon 
or in mind by his la.ws , removes opposition to his will or hi s 
purpose in man; as r elated to fellow man , it also r emoves the 
feeling, the spiri t of opposition a nd trouble, which greatly 
injures the soul . 
Mind Harmony: Tr u e Ordering or Adjustment f Faculti es and 
Pow·ers and Looking toward Comple t e Education . 
CHAPTER IX. 
F R E E D 0 M of M I N D • 
1. Mind, if properly advanced, attains freedom. The free 
state or condition naturally comes about or is realized as the re-
sult . of education. 
Freedom of mind, more than anything else, marks true character . 
• I t shows that the mind has be en developed,an d that its pow ers have 
b ee n brought into harmonious ~::~ssociation and relation. It is the 
h i gh state to·ward wh ich all mind should be most dili gently urged 
an d f or which it should be stri vine;. 
2. Mind at first appears very largely in t he domain of neces-
• s i ty. It is in the dorm in of necessity at the start. It c ame s in-
to existence by Power not itsel f and remains more or less depen dent 
upon laws and conditions which are above apd beyon d its ability to 
shape or control. 
Freedom and necessity are entirely harmonious and consistent. 
Necessity is simply the precedent or ground of the hif:tler state of 
the soul, for which it was brought into being, towards which it sets 
its face when it leams to choose, and to which it always rises 
1men it chooses wisely. 
3. From the basis of necessity liberty arises, and self-
• 
activity , which lean on to freedom. It does not follow, as some 
have supposed,that wmt· seems to be sel:f-activity is,by constitu-
tion of being and by motives or reasons outside of mind,in reality 
caused, and that freedom is after all only a hi r;her kind of necez-
sity. On no plane of life, either physical, mental or moral·, can 
constitution or anteC.edent condition be said to be the cause of 
• . rm tion or action in such way as to prevent or destroy freedom of 
• intelligent being. That which announces itself as self-activity 
is self-activity in.deed, and freedom,_when attained,is unquestiona-
bly f'reedom. 
-. Thi& point can be easily illustrated. Cons tructed as the lo-
• 
• 
• 
comotive and cars of a railway train are, there is need of a cer-
tain ground for movement. There is need of a track and of wheels 
with some adaptation to the track in order to the free running of 
a train and its proper rranagernent by the conductor or engineer. 
But neither the track, nor the properly constructed and adapted 
whe els ever cause the tr,ain to run. To a creature constituted as 
the bird is, air and wings are a neqessity to freedom in flying. 
And yet it is apparent that air and wings do not cauae the bird 
to fly. As the fish is constituted, water and fins are a neces.si -
ty to freedom in swirrnning. They do not cause the fish to swim. 
Co:nstituted as huna.n beings are, hands, eyes, ears, as organs f'or 
use, are a necessity to freedom in use, and not less are the things 
necessary which are capable of being rencUed, seen, heard. They; 
do not cause us to handle, to see, to hear, as anyone can readily 
perceive. The mind of the conductor or engineer runs the train, 
• 
• 
• 
t he bird flies, the fish swims; human beings use their hands, 
t heir eyes, their ears. Mind acts in all the lower and higher 
i'ela t ions of existence. A world in which to live, mind itself, 
and more or less of motive-rra.t erial, are essential to choice, to 
true activity of mind, but they cb not compel mind. Mind rrakes 
motive by its choices, by its choices liberates itself, attains 
freedom. 
4. In childhood especially, and in mature life when undevel-
oped, mind is very largely subject to external conditions. It is 
very largely worked both from within and from without by that which 
is not strictly speaking itself. It is directed and controlled 
instead of itself directing and controlling, and so does not have 
true :freedan. It may be directed rightly and 1visely, and so be 
moving toward :freedom; or it may be controlled by wrong power or 
influence, and, in consequence, be held back or kept down f'rom the 
at ta i nmen t of :f'r e edom. 
Young mind especially mould be very carefully guided and 
surrounded. Family and school life should be o:f the best possible 
,. kind. And it should be the aim of all training to develop self-
• 
• 
• 
direct ion and self-control, yet not without the most cotttscient ious 
r espect for those laws and that government which is essential to 
all true existence. Freedom cannot be at t ained through independ.:.. 
ence that signifies rejection of the very way which God has or-
dained1 or repudiation of the principles involved in a life o:r 
progress • 
5. If the mind does not become f'r.ee, it rerrains in the darrein 
of necessity as the lower state of its existence. If\,. having in 
some measure be c orne f:re e , it does n ot go <n in . the :r:a th of :fr ee dom, 
it lapses or fu.lls,not so much into its original stateras into a 
condition of slavery, the very opposite of' :f'r ee dom • 
It is a great mis f ortune, i'f nothing worse, for mind ever to 
go backward. It is sufficiently barL not to advance, to have growth 
with little or no proper development, no harmonizing of powers; 
to be in a condition of luxuriant and unliberated wildness. It is 
terrible for the mind to know freedom and then become a slave. 
6. By every e.ssential condition, including our own existence, 
freedom is provided f or outsi de of ourselvefj, and also in our very 
constitution; yet it originates and increases within us according 
to the rm.rme r and to the degree in which we qualify ourselves 
to possess it.. Here 1 as elsewhere, "to him that hath shall be giv-
• en." 
Freedom is very largely a release from low conditions or 
circumstances in life~ and a rising to the appropriation or use 
of h~gh conditions. It rm.y be illustrated by the case of the pu-
pil who learns how to follow the teacher and advance in the lower 
• grades of the school, and who at length stands promoted :in the 
• high school. Then, as he does well in the high school, in due 
time. ' experience and enjoy the privileges of' the college or uni ver-
sity. Finally, to step forth and to conmand kimself as well as 
establish his relations .. in the larger sphere of social activity 
and interest in the world outs ide. 
7. Freedom not only results from qual i:fi cat ion through stri v-
ing to attain, it is not only release from low conditions and learn..-
ing to use those that are high, it is not only a grend upward 
building and outward acquiring; but it is actual inward a chieVel'Y13nt 
and possession, it is "ealt..l-J. of soul. It shows the true mind, 
• the true spirit, in abundant possess ion of goo d. 
Wealth,, in the common acceptation of the word, has been 
defined as the "power to canmand the always gra tuitous services of 
the great forces of nature." In freedom ofmind there is not 
only po\ver to conrnand the forces which manifest themselves ao 
e constantly in the ph~rsical or material world, but there is power to 
• use the ve :r,r best gifts of God in the men tal and moral sphere. 
There is power to command the very best thought and activity of l'!'t3n .. 
There is power to command the Creator in ays in which he is 
pl~;;ased to have us command him. So truly and nobly does man 
command on the highest and best plane of existence , when really 
f r e e, that life takes on the most exalted a nd honc!'able charac-
ter . Man becomes spiritua l, and reali zes that utte r ance of a 
great and philosophical yet truly practical t h inker: "All 
things are yours ." 
• ·· 
• 
PART II. 
S P E C I A L P S Y C H 0 L 0 G Y • 
CHAPTER I. 
IMPULSES. 
1. Impulses are units of mental force or mental motions which 
start up suddenly and 1mexpectedly within the mind and are not o-
riginated by the mind. They are of' two kinds, {1) those which are 
preceded by certain nervous states or conditions, {2) those which 
are pr•eceded by certain conditions of thought or emotion. 
As to nervous states, they nay be states of health or of dis-
e ease, such as we see both in children and in grown people. As to 
• ~ onditions of' thought or emotion, they have a natural relation 
to self-activity in the higher form known as will, and they 
f'requently become the unexpected gr-ound of this lower activity. 
• 2. There are units of mental force which do not rise to tbe 
character of imp~ses. Impulses are units that are quick or 
spe c:i.ally active. They h3. ve, as the word implies, an impelling 
or ur-ging ahara cter. 
Impulses may be preceded by thought or emotion, but they are 
not a ca ompanied by thought or in"te!ll igenc e; they are not phases of 
e I emotion or feeling. They do not involve purpose or end in a ny 
:cespect formed or seen by the mind in which they arise at the time 
they arise. 
3. Impulses arouse a tt ent ion to body or t. o mind. They show 
that we were rrade for the putting forth of energy; tmt energy is 
e within us to be used, or, in cert a in states of disease, to be pro-
• perly guarded or repressed. 
Repression of energy, except in disease, can never be of as 
much value as direction and regulation . Impulses caught up and 
..... raised to intelligent action, impulses organized and bound together 
in true will, make true rmnhood. 
• 
• 
• 
4. Childhood is full of impulses. Much of later person or 
character is also liberally char.ged with unintell :hge nt purposeless 
activity, or rrentail motion for motion's sake • 
Were it not for impulses, many lives would stagnate entirely. 
l ,t is something to be pushed into action, even if action or motion 
of being beyond itself has no other meaning tran to cause us to 
realize being. Impulses nay be called the push, the spring , the 
native suggestive, the initial or stanting and advancing power 
of lif e • 
5. Much care should be taken to regulate and handle impulses 
especially in connection with all school work. 
Certain of the higher impulses may become great helps in 
educational effort. Parents and teachers should turn the 
impulse to observe, the ~pulse to speak, the impulse to touch, 
to examine , to inquire concerning things , to special account. 
It is often much better to follow the lead of tmpulse than to go 
counter, till the mind attains some understanding of things and 
can foll ow the guidance of judgment or reas on. 
• 
• 
• 
CHAPTER II-
I N S T I N C T S • 
1. Instincts like impulses are native and unacquired. They 
are usually 1n::mtal motions, raving the cllaracter not so much of 
separate units of force,as tmt of massed units. 
Instincts are unacquired, in the sense that they are not devel-
oped in their pnssess6!> ~ as the result of his especial training or 
I personal experience and education. But they rra y be considerably 
, acquired from ancestors as the result of their education and in 
improved or de vel oped aspect or form. Tha. t they are wholly the 
I res1..U.t of training or experience in those who mve preceded us in 
I 
our fu.m ily or race , is quite absurd • 
2. Instincts may have all the power of united impulses, but 
they are gene~ally marked by low and steady; rather than high and 
b ·. 
j quick pressure or push. 
High pressure would not always be adapted to fUlfil the pur-
pose or function of instincts. It would tend to thwart the very: 
object for which, in our rrental constitution, they were designed. 
There are circurrstances when instinct~ amount to a complete inhibi-
tion or arrest of n6 rmal activity, and may be better understood 
as a quiet repression or .holding back of the active person • 
• 3. Instincts have for their end more than anything else the 
I J 
preservation of being. This is true of the instincts of the lower 
ani:rm 1s and of man alike. Ihey_ seem l.:ke- the--a.cAtual_gu_iding_pr..ei.tenc 
In rmn the instincts nay be graded. There are the lower and 
the higher relating respectively to the lower and higher -being. We 
• 1 nay speak of bodily instincts, of rren tal instincts, of' moral . or 
• spiritual inst intcs, if we choose to regard the different grades 
o:r_ ·planes of be ing. 
4. Instincts are more or less ace ompanied by in te 11 igen ce. 
One very important f'.imct ion is to prompt inte 11 i gen ce even to the 
* " degree of careful and accurate knowing. _ _j[i_th___im.pulses _and .. desi..r.es 
they --have 4la.rge aJld_us~_ftll_ p_art iJ_ su_ggesting .the _ undertakings o.f life, 
In all true self-care, intelligence is denanded. The power of 
• 
• 
• 
seeing and judging is essential to the attainment of whatever is 
in all re:spects best for us. It is wise to follow inst inet·s to 
learn the true way of life • 
5. Instincts are early accompanied by more or less of defin-
ite purpose. They are better and more broadly fulfilled in aeso-
cia t ion with intelligent purpose. 
The higher ends of being should not be sacrificed to the lower 
ends, and yet the lower ends mflst be met in a proper way to ~in 
the higher • The large inclusive aims of li:fe can only be ful-
fdlle:d ;· hy the help of intelligence and will in such a way or with such 
suppor.t ... as ..- tends_ .to •. nak.e : life healthy and strong. 
• . I 
• 
• 
• 
CHAPTER III. 
DESIRES • 
l. Desires are feelings of unrest, more or less disagreeable 
or painful especially when long unsatisfied, resulting from real 
or supposed needs. They are not fully developed motions of mind, 
but,attended by impulses or instincts, they often seem to have a 
positively active em ra cter • 
Associated with impulses or instincts, desires appear as in-
tense longings, cravings, and even strivings. They apparently 
reach or grasp after things pre sent, they seek to realize or obtain 
those absent . 
2. Desires have respect to something already known and pres-
I ent , or known and ideally held a.s pre sent but not p·ossessed. 
There can be no desire for that which is not actually known, 
or ideally considered to.: .e~ist; an.dwliich cannot in sums treasure at 
. , least be understood and regarded as capable of' satisfying the 
mind. Preceding or accomy:anying the higher forms of' desire, there 
must be much observation and intelligence. 
s. 'Yhe lowest :rranifestations or forms of desire stand re-
late d to the needs of the body. These are specially ba eked liP and 
supported by impulses and instincts. 
e l 
Desires which stand related to the body ane called appetit~s. 
Appetites are strictly normal and beneficent in their char~cter 
but rmy be easily perverted or gratified to the extent of injury. 
They are usually considered to be three, two raving ref'erence to 
the rm intenance and preservation of the individual, and one to the 
• preservation and perpetuation of the species • 
• 
t 
I 
4. Above the bodily are t~e more purely mental desires 
that stand related to mental and moral or spiritual needs. 
These are seldom classified, but they involve the objects or 
things the attainment of which give . true mental and spiritual 
pleasure, supply the soul with knowledge, and help it to 
improve and fulfil its destiny. They also relate to the persons 
who are deemed essential to our happiness, our achievements, 
our success. 
Thousands of things in the wide and varying range of human 
experience become objects of desire. All that contributes to 
well -being may be properly desired if there is some fair ground 
for hope of realization or attainment of those thir~s desired. 
Not unfrequently, however, it is wise to cease to desire. Cer-
tainly none should fail to have wise control of the mind and to 
carefull y regulate desires or wants. Of moral or spiritual 
things there is seldom a large overwant. 
5. Desires, because of the uneasiness, the unrest, the 
~ painful character which they bear, are easily or comfortably 
.,, supplanted by those pleasurable experiences attending their 
f ulfi1ment. Sometimes the phases of feeling called emotions 
t t 
• 
• 
take their place, but active atrections are quite likely to 
supplant and succeed them. 
Desires have the nature of passive affections of the die-
agreeable kind, if we may be said to be affected by things 
absent, or present and not possessed but wanted by us, as we 
are affected by things in themselves disagreeable. Certainly 
we are affected to uneasiness, and often much unrest, by non-
possession when we desire. When we possess, the uneasy reel-
ing, the affection in its nature disturbing, disagreeable, 
ceases • 
~ · 
• 
• 
•• 
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CHAPTER IV. 
A F F E C T I 0 N S • 
1. Affections ave states or conditions of mind which result 
from the action upon mind of objects or persons. This action is 
necessarily more or less through states or conditions of body. 
The mind is very broadly affected through conditions of body • 
It· res rrany pleasure·s Sld ~ins in consequence, It has nan y ~e 1-
ings, comnonly called sensations, not specially positive in their 
cmracter but yet to a greater or less extent comfortable or un-
comfortable. The affections due to the conditions of body nay be~ 
called bodily affections, as we have spoken o:f bodily impulses, in-
s tincts, desires • 
2. In addition to the bodily af~ections, there are the more 
purely mental affections. The 1011 or slight mental affections are 
• 
• 
• 
appropriately calla d impressions. The high or st :rong a ff'ect ions 
are known as emotions. 
Emotions, although marked excitements or unres-8 of mind, 
should not be considered actions in any sense, but passions or 
modes of su:f'fering experience. They are experiences, not which 
the mind originates, but which it undergoes. Emotions are distin-
guished by much variation and contrast • 
3. Affections are very easily interpreted as possessing an 
active rature, especially as they stand associated. with impulses, 
instincts, desires. Prompted by impulses and instincts, desires 
assume an active phase, and affections in general tend to gather up 
all the force of impulses and instincts • 
All desires having so much the nature of passive af~ctions of 
I 
· a disagreeable kind, when fulfilled, naturally give way to agree-
able emotions or affections into which intelligent self-activity 
• 
• 
• 
nay enter. Whenever will truly enters into or mixes with af'fec-
tion, then affection becomes genuinely active. 
4. Will rray be associated with good, natural, proper, agree-
able and just affection. and with bad, improper, unnatural, per-
verted affection or sensibility. Affection is then raised to some-
thing benevolent, or sunk to something malevolent, something 
vicious and destructive • 
Af'fec t ion, as a term, is very comn only used with inverted or 
transposed significance, ooing to the fact that one a ffected favor-
abls: or unfavorably, as he conceives, learns so quickly to a :ffec t. 
He chooses to respond in action in sane way. In mental and moral 
experience, active affection is a strong element. It is an el~nt 
to be watched, to be guided and guarded by firm principle • 
5. Active affections rrass and manifest themselves in dispo-
sitions and habits. Sometimes, it is said, feelings control, b y 
which is meant that dispositions, habits, inclinations, control. 
Feelings are in the mass, but the self-active being directs. 
... There is no control without will. 
What is called the ruling passion is simply the dominant 
affection in the mass permeated with self-activity or will. When 
passion becomes violent, as it sometimes does, it is violent 
because will is violent, because the mind does not come to self-
,. 
arrest as it should. The importance of the power of self-
arrest in some minds is very .great. 
[~------ ----- ---- ---- ·-
CHAPTER V. 
ACTION 
1. Actions are motions o:f mind originated by the mind, and, 
unlike impulses, do not simply spring up within the mind as the re-
sult o:f rEI. t ure or constitution. 
Many actions are so motiveless or purposeless tmt they can 
• 
scarcely be distinguished :fran impulses. They are apparently imi-
tat ions of impulses for act ions' sake, the comfort or pleasure of 
activity affording a relief from inactivity _ ot- the com:rnrat ively 
motionless state of mind. 
2. Well developed act ions have relation to ~ound, or motive, 
e or reason :for acting. Sometimes the reason lies wholly without the 
-
1 
mind, though considered by the mind. Sometimes it is almcst whol-
l ly within the mind. 
I 
. ... 
• 
Material for motives is abundant,and should be distinguished 
fran motives themselves. Whatever the mind accepts or chooses as 
motive becomes motive • Motives are not producing but occasioning 
causes of action. Objects or persons, thoughts concerning ob-
jects or ~rsons, desires, passive affections, all influence the 
mind, but do not compel action. The mind nay allow itself to be 
greatly influenced by certain filets or considerations rather than 
others, and in wisdom should1 al·ways. That however does not prove 
t hat it rns not, but r.a.t.he..r that it bas, control over motive materi-
al. 
3. Actions have t!~ir origin in mind and always belong to 
mind, yet they nan if'est themselves in and through body. 
The muscular system of the body is the great agency of action. 
e 'rhe power of the mind over that system with its marvellous adapta-
1 tion to the fulfilment of so rra.ny purposes is something very won-
derful. Locomotion, the art of r.a.ndl ing things, the spe e:ial skill 
l 
which we of'ten see acquired by training and experience, the expres-
sion in signs of' every type of emotion or affection, o:f thought :ii1 
-· language and books, of purposes and schemes in industrial activity 
and ways, the giving of practical ,e:fficiency to mind energy in any 
and every form is entirely through the muscles. Without the mus-
eles the mind could not touch or move the physical world, and , .ao 
far as we can at -· pre sent discover, without them it could make no 
impression whatever upon the mind • 
• 4. Act ions repeated acquire tendency to continue. They pass 
into an order or way o:f outward acting. They often assoe:iate then-
selves in a series in a most wonderful rre.nner- and give rise to what 
is called acquired automatic activity. 
In walking, talking, writing, }ln playfu,g musical instruments 
-' 
e and in "Various fonns of handicraft, it is often observed that, when 
the series is .started, no more is thought of' the rratt er, unless 
sane special reason f'or arrest or chanee should present itself', and 
then the mind nay at once take charge. This is largely due to a 
determination in the nervous system having the oontrol of the rnus-
··• cles. It results from practice and greatly relieves the mind in 
its various forms of work. 
5. Actions have three phases1~ determinations or choices, 
volitions or orders, executions or fulfilments. 
There rray be detenninations or choices without volitipns .,or orders 
• and without executiol18. There rray be the first two without 
the last. In acquired automatic activity, exceutions are the 
dominant phase, and those forms of action mve so :fur been tttnded 
over to the physical being that memory usually does not accomrany 
them. It has been sometimes thought that they were not attended 
by consciousness . 
• 
6. Actions are ve:ry early and very constantly mingled with 
other experiences of mind. Voluntary attention. especially, as a 
form of action, accom:r:anies much of observation and thought, and 
choices are rranifest in connection with almost all experience • 
••• 
In every fonn of striving and effor•t in assocjation with de-
sire or a f fection, as well as in attention and choices, will appears, 
will puts itself forth, when the mind bas once :fairly discovered 
its capacity for self-activity. · With most persons will veey :rtipid-
ly develops, and much faster than wisdom increases • 
• 7. Choices of things considered good or truly desirable , as 
distinguished from things 1:a. d or injurious to being, make up true 
cmracter of a moral or responsible kind, and outward rranifesta-
t ions of actions make conduct. 
Moral character and conduct .lifts being into the true ethical 
e sphere} or the sphere of ri ghteousness. That is righteous which God 
ordains or purposes. What he purposes or chooses for rmn, man may 
and shru.ld choose, JIY1.P may and should carry out. 
CHAPTER VI. 
' ... ,~ 
,., S E N S A T I 0 N S • 
1. Sensations,or sense-impressions,are passive conditions 
or mind which result fran the affection or sense-organs~or the 
nervous system in general. 
Sense organs are specia 11 y developed ra rts or the physd:cal 
• or~nism or body", in connection with which a special adaptation or 
the nervous organism is round. The evident purpose or the organs 
is to establish and rmintain ·a relation with the extemal world, 
i, e, the world out side or sel r. There is a broad condition of' 
susceptibility which appertains to the nervous system taken as a 
whole, in which what are called ori?Jinic or general sensations mve 
e their rise. Sometimes general and special susceptibility are very 
much combined, and sen sat ions frequently are correspondingly mixed. 
some have thought that the senses have a double function of 
admitting impressions caused by the presence of external objects, 
and also that of screening out or keeping off what it might not 
I 
.. be best to consider. In other words they are supposed t -o be 
more or lees at the command of the willJas the shutters are 
closed or the curtains in our houses are drawn when we wish 
to exclude things from observation. 
2. Sensations are the first factors of mind experience of 
the class that are not, like impulses and instincts, native to 
the mind. They do not in their separate or aggregated character 
make mind, and yet they very largely condition ita manifesta-
tiona or supply what is needed for ita growth and its develop-
ment. 
The mind is entirely dependent upon the nervous organism 
for ita awakening. Certain nervous conditions precede impulses, 
and others precede sensations. Impulses and sensations arise in the 
• 
• 
• 
~'/ 
,. 
mind together as growth of nerve centres goes on and experience 
with the external world begins. 
3. Sensations of comfort or· enjoyment are basal and pervading 
in our experience. They depend upon the general health and tone 
of the physical organism, which is constantly re pre sen ted by the 
nervous system as it branches out through every part. 
The c9mfort or enjoyment sense has sometimes been called the 
vital sense, because comfort or enjoyment naturally attends vitali-
t y or 1 ife. This sense must necessarily be broad and the earliest 
developed. as a protection to the special development and use of the 
other senses. It has its strength in the most essential internal 
organs, such as the lungs, the stomach, the heart. Good air, good 
food, good blood make their appeal to and excite this sense • 
· 4. Sensations of temperature have their rise in particular 
portions of the skin,or temperature spots~so called. They are 
• 
general sensations of cold or_ warmth, or particular sensations 
I 
as related to the temperature of presented objects. 
Some reve regarded sensations of temperature as simply sensa-
t ione of touch. But sensations of touch have a higher degree of 
definitem·ss, are realized as more specific. 
5. Muscular sensations are sensations which arise in the mus-
cles and attend muscular action. 'l'hey are sensations of movement, 
of weight, of pressure or resistance, of strain. 
The muscular sense very largely unites with touch and sight. 
As any use of muscles shows activity, touch and sight have fre-
quently been regarded as active senses. On this theory, the placing 
of any other sense in relation to wretever appeals to it would nake 
e it an active sense. 
6. Sensations of tasta and smell, as everybody understands, 
\ 
\ 
I 
-A I 
I 
• 
. ~-/) 
· I 
are associated with the organs known as the tongue and nose. Th ese 
are sensations of particular importance as related to food, and 
are often very much blended. 
Discrimination by the senses of taste and smeLl becom~ some-
times very fine, but classifications of tastes and smells, are ex-
ceedingly hard to make. Sensations of taste, smel:l,and temperature} 
are the especially variable sensationsJas they d epend so much upon 
the general physical condition of the person • 
7. Sensations of touch, of si ght, of hearing, are of: a .high -or-
derJand are associated with vrell-knmm organs v.hich have a very 
special and finely different iated or adapted nervous a~lil mechanical 
apparatus. The hands, especially the finger tips, the eyes, the 
ears,with their multiplied capacity for receiving and t:tansmitting 
e impressions,are sui'f'iciently conspicuous and prominent, and perform 
•• 
, a very large part of the work connected with laying the foundations 
of our knowledge. Two hands, two eyes, two ears, not only double, 
but in particular ways considerably modifY sensations. Working to-
gether, they increase the value of the separately ~cquired men tal 
. 6 ex~riences. 
Touch, sight, hearing, be cause of their especial position 
and function, have sometimes been called the intellectual_,as dis-
tinguished from the other and so called animal senses. Their func-
t ion has been set forth as that of sense-percept ion ) instead of 
1 sen sat ion, but that is nnsc ient i fie. Very vlearly percept ion 
• of a high order is 1!J3. ined by the lower senses, and touch, sight, 
hearing, are closely con."1.ected with animal as well as with the mo~~ 
1 purely intellectual 1 ife. T:Qe ir rank depends more upon their large 
capacity and relation than anything else. 
8. Sensations, interpreted as e~fects of motion in the rnate-
1 
e rial world to which the mind has relation through the · nervous or-
S 
ganism, rray be cla·s:s.ed as sensations pre duced by sol ids, by 1 iquids, 
by gasesJ or matter in attenuated yet appreciable form,and by 
(1' . 
( ' 
• 
• 
ether,, or assumed unappreciable matter. 
Touch and muscular sensations arise from motion or resist-
ance in solids and in liquids. Tastes, from liquids or sub-
stances in the solvent state. Smells, from substances in the 
chemically changing and gaseous state. Sounds, from the air, a 
compound gas. Sights and temperature sensations, from the ethe~. 
Sensations of comfort are largely relative and arise from all 
the forma as they affect the nervous organism in right propor~ 
tion. 
-- ----------
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CHAPTER VI I • 
0 B S E R V A T I 0 N • 
1. Observation unplies (1) Awakeness of mind or consciousness, 
(2), aw·areness or intuition. The mind may be awakened from within 
by natural incitement or motion of the nervous organism; i.t may be 
aromed from without by whatever excites the senses or the nervoUJ 
system in general. Observation is mental looking and see:ing to 
1 
know things. 
Noticing is rrainly fixing the mind, giv'ing attention, or be-
coming specially awake or ready with reference to something. 
Special awakeness is followed by awareness} or see:ing of' whatever is 
presented. By seeing is rreant the exercise of the mind in connec-
tion with any sensation or sensations 1 not simply those of' sight, 
, and the beholding of non-material as well as material realties. 
I 
. f 4 .·· 
2. Observat ionJ :in its earliest and lowest form, is the simple 
response of the mind to whatever excites or arouses it. It is an 
--A active-passive {reflex-active) condition or state. The mind acts 
I 
• 
• 
• 
I with the sensation or impression which has been rra.de upon it back 
upon the cause in such a way as to have the cause partly at least 
represented within itself. In this way the mind gets its first 
ideas. 
In the earliest . and in very much of all . observation . 
there is no ser.a.rating of sensation or impression from the appre-
hension of the cause of sensation or impression. The whole is re-
€!i3- rded without re fe ranee to the passive experience, simply as an 
act of the mind, and very frequently is not thought of even as that, 
Early and corrmon observation receives little not ice f'rom the mind, 
because observation is itself the act of noticing and seeing • 
3. Because of a natural and agreeable power of stimulation 
or a natural attractiveness in things in general, because of spec-
• 
• 
• 
1
ial power of ap}Jeal in some things to which it stands related, 
I 
be ca. use the mind was nade to know, in most cases to have much de-
light and sat is:faction in knowledge, observation grov;s active. 
I 
,The mind learns to comnand. It corrmands to look and see. It ac-
quires the mb it of looking care fully, particularly if ri ef1t ly 
I guided, and of seeing deeply and completely. 
In observation there is seeing things without thought of 
, their at t ributes or qmlities, except that they have impressed us 
• agreeably,or perhaps disagreeably, and there is seeing with thought 
of at tributes or qualities . and with comprehension of relations in 
I the 1a rgest s ense. Childhood obse:rvat ion is mostly of the first 
kind. Later, particularly educated~observation is mostly of the 
second • 
4 . Observation rra y be exercised in the strictly material 
, world or the worl cl which affects the mind through·· the senses; and 
I it nay be exercised in the non-material or spiritual world or 
,:;/t-7 .. 1} · 
the world above or about the rraterial world manifested or reu.ealed 
directly to reason or thought power . as the revelation by the sen-
... ses rray occasion or prepare the ·way. 
Sense observation,and inner or spiritual observation, are ·_- : 
convenient terms to rrark off or characterize observation through 
sensej or of that which a ppeals to sense, and observation of mental 
or spiritual realities above the capacity of sense • 
• 5. All pro per o.r extended observation of rra te ria 1 things leads 
up to t h e observation of things which the senses do not receive or 
grasp, but wh ich the mind itself can seize. 
Mate rial t h ings constantly sugg est the non-rna terial. The rna-
terial is simply the instrument of mental or spiritual manifesta-
. e tion. It is the interp1~ter of thought and energy,the symbol of 
~ 
the deeper reality which the mind can gain, but which the hand, the 
eye, the ear, cannot. Sense observation ma y be called the passage 
or doorway -to spirl.tual observation. Pmlfer 'to see- begins by using 
the senses but proeeeds without them. 
6. Observation in united form., or power to look and see with 
the senses and of putting the senses aside and advancing without the · 
senses 1 goes on through life with all good obse r vers to build up 
t he thought world within us. 
Power to· look and see ~vith the senses, accompanied by p ower 
• to look and see without the senses, is always the mark of a reflec-
tive and advan cing mind, a mind that is surely building itself up. 
t.1lore or le·ss of both ways of looking and seeing must undotibtedly 
go on. But true or rapid advancement, genuine increase of thought 
life, of mind being, can only result from united observation of the 
most thorough and active kind, or observation that is purposed, 
e that is persistent, that is lively in both the sense and the spir-
• it ual fields. 
• 
• 
7. The mind has the power of objectifying and ao observing 
itself. This form of observation, which may be called intro-
spection or self-observation, enables the mind to know itself. 
Self- knowledge is highly important. When the mind truly 
knows itself, it tends to make observations outside of self with 
much care , and to truly build itself up • 
• 
-----------------------
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CPJ\PTER VI I I. 
P E R C E P T I 0 N • 
1. Perception is observation of a particular or special kind. 
It is the observation of things to determine what they are in them-
selves,without regard to the mind observing,and without reference 
to any relation in which they ma y stand to one another • 
The mind observing will inevitably form within itself repre-
· sentations (images, pictures) or ideas of whatever it observes~ 
but, in perception, attention and seeing are not directed to self . 
or to anything else in relation. It may see other things . but will 
care f or or regard no relationship • 
2. Perception n~y begin with a single sensation or imp~ssion 
of a thing presented~ but it is quite as likely to begin with several 
sensations-- or impres~ ions - a!}d.~ as c:tn ·aeiivity_,.assume form • . Sens.a't ions 
are usually more or less corruningled. 
Somet nnes the sen sat ions or impressions which we have are so 
much a mass of feeling without definiteness of any sort that :r::er-
ception becomes impossible. Sometimes the causes of sensations or 
impress ions do not lie near enough to the mind, or do not come suf-
ficiently within the scope of its experience_,to be perceived. 
There are several conditions essential to tnle and accurate or 
complete percept ion • 
• 
3. Percept ion is a gathering or collecting process to get 
hold of things. It is a process of taking up and working upon 
modes in which t~ings are revealed or show themselves to find the 
real 1mity or the one reality . behind the modes. It is a separtl.ting 
of things . by their special marks or markings as given to the mind 
• f'rom other things_. to lmow them in their own troo character • 
• 
Everything that man ever lmows must be revealed to him before 
/() rl 
he can know it. But his mind must work upon things revealed before 
there can be any knowledge. The working of the mind in percept ion 
· • is normal and natural. Mind was made for it. It is not created by, 
but as an activity,perception is conditioned upon, the presentation 
of something outside · of itself upon which the mind can work. 
After things have been once perceived in their outline char-
acter and have become known, they may be much more perceived or 
perceived in detail. 'l'he extending and completing of the acts 
• 
of perception show their essential synthetic and developing aspect. 
They rrey be said to enlarge or become more full. That perceptions 
are aggregations or growths, that they are constructions of mental 
effort or experience acquiring unity and finding unity in those 
things that are characterized by much extent or considerable de-
tail is easily established. New things :re'!eive ~ JB.rticular atten-
e t ion. and are slowly surveyed whenever it is desirable to understand 
• 
them. No other way is possible, as all experience shows, to know 
accurately. 
5. Things which have already been perceived, particularly 
those that have been slowly and carefully surveyed, are easil y and 
quickly perceived. This is due to the old or former e::ipe ri enc e of 
the mind being at one e added to the new expe ri en c e. 
Memories of things which we have known play a great part in 
all renewed observation of those things _. and of any that are simi-
lar. We carry multitudes of remembered impressions and representa-
tions of things with us, which if accurate help, but if inaccurate 
• hinder, our seeing. 
6. },1uch of perception, after a certain amount of experience 
with things in an endeavor to know them, is simply perceiving in 
p:trt. Perceiving in part, imagtination may supply what rremory may 
not be able to furnish. Imagination, as a power of mind, should 
e therefore be well understood • 
.. 
Imagination,with some personsJis very lively. Imagination may 
• 
• 
• 
j r 'Z--' 
legit irnate ly aid percept ion, when it is g overned by well ascertained 
principles. But there is considerable dan ger of its outrunning and 
misl ead ing per cept ion. 
7. Per ception lays hol d upon or ascertains principles or 
categories, such as time a nd space, a s well as things. It is the 
p ower of min d in all knowing of whatever is presen ted to the mind 
to be knO\m in, of~ and by, itself . 
The element of knowledge resulting from an act of perception 
is called a percept. As related to a material thing, it is an im-
age or picture. As related to anything which cannot be imaged, i t 
is an idea or a t hought and always a mental real ity. Mi n d reali-
ties are not less real than any others~whether non -material or ma-
terial. 
CHAPTER IX. 
~~ C 0 N C E P T I 0 N • 
• 
• 
• 
1. Conception is observation of things as standing in rela-
·-
tion. The mind not only observes things :as they are in themselves, 
but as they have share on part in some way with itself or with it-
self and with other things • 
Con ception as a term , implies taking or holding with. Taking 
or holding with implies some ground of commonness, some aspect or 
quality, same category or insoluble conn ecting reality constituting 
· what we call relation. Until relation or relatedness is experi-
en ced the mind does not advance :from percept ion to concept ion • 
2. The concept ion of things considered as standing or appear-
ing by themselves, or as having no relation to other things except 
the mind conceiving,is called particular or special conception. 
We say the mind conceives particular things as thus and so; 
that is, it has rarticular or special ideas of things. It perceives , 
.. then realizing self, it takes to itself, claims for itself, makes 
the observation of things its own. In this way things, though 
outside of mind, are built into mind, or, more accurately stated, 
they gain permanent representation within the mind. 
3. The conception of things considered as standing or appear-
ing in relation to one anotheri :,having something in common, as 
• aspect, quality, characteristic ._, or conception having reference to 
several things at the same time, is called ~neral conception. 
General conception is really complex conception. Particular 
concept ions of things must always precede. There must be compari-
son and discovery of common attributes or aspects, qualities, 
e cha. T·acteristics. When these are discovered and seen in the things 
• 
to which they belong, then the general or class idea is formed in 
the mind. The relation which things sustain to one another and 
;-n,.-
their c ortmon relation to mind are blended in experience. 
~-... 4. Part icu.lar concept ions and general concept ions both relate 
to reality. The conception of a thing regarded as a whole and 
looked at separately relates to reality. Regarded as a p::trt and 
looked at separately, it relates to reality. Regarded as a whole 
or as a part, and looked at as belonging to several things standing 
or appearing together, the concept ion of an attribute, a quality 
or characteristic ~ relates to reality • 
• 
An attribute, a quality or characteristicJis none the less a 
reality because it appears in several things instead of simply in 
one thing. An attribute, a quality .or characteristic , is an ap-
pea ranee or manif'estat ion of a thing to the mind. It is thing or 
reality in its Wd.Y or mode of revealing itself to us. In general 
e conception, things or realities in a united corrmon aspect or way im-
• 
press themselves upon us and get representation within the mind.The 
mind sees and knows with itself what appears in the several thingsJ 
or what in certain particulars or respects they are. 
5. In general conception . or observation of things as to their 
cor!tnon aspects or qualities, there is usually more breadth or ex-
tent of view_ and less depth or intent. Not so much of a given ob-
ject is seen as to what it is in itself, but more as to what it is 
in relation. 
To make the conmon characteristic strong, the mind usually 
• 
attends to or fixes itself upon, such characteristic~ In p:r'Opor-
tion as such characteristic is closely and accurately observed, 
other characteristics fude from view. The process is not one of' 
abstraction so much, as some thinkers have supposed, as it is of 
withdrawing the vision f'rom the aspects or f'eatures which the mind 
does not choose to consider, to look upon and make sure of that 
e whic h ·it does care to observe • 
• 
6 . Perception and conception, except in the very earliest 
• 
• 
• 
mental ex~rience, the experience of infant or child mind, are 
cont inua.ll y blended. Percept ion underlies all concept ion. Per cep-
tion is more the outgoing ex~rience of mind with things; concep-
tion, the ingoing. Concept ion canpletes percept ion and aids the 
deeper or more extended perception known as apperception. 
Percept ion and conception rra.y be illustrated and distinguished 
in t.~e following rranner: · 
Let the personal pronoun, I, stand for mind or soul. Let 0 
stand for other object or thing. Then perception may be represent-
ed b y a line running from I to 0, thus: 
Conception may be represented by an additional and returning 
line, thus: 
I o) 
Percept ion of more than one thing would of course be repre-
sen ted thus: 
/() 'if 
Particular concept ion of' more than one thing would be re-
resented by completing these lines, or thus: 
• 
Let the object 0 have some rarticular.~ mark or characteristic, 
and let the same nark or characteristic a ppear in the other objects 
ass ociated and observed to stand with it, as , f'or instance , I-f>. 
Then the mind, af'ter perception and r::artiq u lar conception :rave ta-
e ken place, will seize that ma r k or characteristic, a n d general 
... 
/ 
conception will be the result. General conception may be repre-
sen ted thus: 
In general concept ion more than one rmrk or characteristic 
of objects or things may be considered, in which case a less number 
of objects must usually be included. Things na y resemble one an-
other in one ora f.ew p1rticulars, but seldom do in many. When 
• things do resemble one another, they rave points of classification, 
and supply the foundation for what is called science. 
7. Particular conception and general conception both tend to 
rrake knowledge permanent . This is due to the f'act that concept ion 
alwa. ys in'!ol ves the relation of objects or things to mind a s the 
• real power gaining kn owledge or naking acquisitions • 
• 
The element of knowledge resulting from an act of conception 
./ ~ ~ 
is called a concept. Concepts are mental stock. In particular 
and general form they mass themselves as so much material for 
thought operations. They prompt the language faculty, particular 
concepts leading to the formation of proper or particular de-
signatione, and general concepts to the common or gener al ones 
with which all students of language become familiar. 
------ --- - _______ __o_,__ 
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CHAP.TER . X. 
... I M A G I N A T I 0 N (I D E A T I 0 N ) • 
• 
• 9 
1. Imag ination is the mind's power of forming within itself 
representations of' whatever it observes , and of creating or fil.sh-
ionin g new representations out of those represe ntations. 
Imagi nation begins its work with the fornation of impression 
or reeept. This is of course at first liable to be exceedingly 
delicate and difficult by an y power of' introspection to trace. But 
frequently impression or recept is so strong, or so suddenly at-
tains the character of percept, that there is no difficult y i n in-
terpret ing or understanding its nature • 
2. Imagination is native or unacquired and instinctive. With 
the exercise of the senses in infancy or childhood, it starts to do 
its v1ork, which is to preserve as well as build up the mental being. 
Tnis faculty tends to pre serve the physical as well as the 
mental being. It takes the rreasure and shape of objects or things 
... as they are and in their relation to mind, so leading to that exer-
• 
• 
• 
cise of mind Which we call judgment and insuring personal safety. 
3. Irra.ginat ion is usu:tlly very lively in childhood, though 
n ot as stable and reliable as in rna ture .. life. Like every other 
faculty, if wisely used, it tends to improve • 
It is very wise to re.refully guide the imaginations of child-
ren. Distinct and accurate mental representatjons, resulting from 
the habit of imag ing things just as they are, rather than as care-
less observation would rmke them,or we would prefer to have them, 
mve much to do with building true intellectual and moral lif'e • 
4. In its creative or constructive caracity, imagination is 
apt to be better 1mderstood,than in its primary function of' simply 
forming within the mind representations of things actually observed. 
The popular tenden~y is to apply the term inuginat ion almost 
entirely to the secondary :f'tmation of creating or constructing . out 
.. or· existing images or pictures new images or pictures within the 
mind. In the lighter and freer way in which this function is ex-
ercised, it is called fancy. 
5. By the power of' imagination~ not only ob,j ects or things 
viewed as wholesJ but parts of objects or things, or things partly 
rm.nif'ested or revealed J certain aspects, characteristics, qualities · ~ 
• 
are represented within the mind. That phase of' imagination is the 
analytic and discriminating phase, and nay more prore rl y be called 
ideation. 
After ideat ion has done its true analytic or sep arat ing work, 
the nnagination may put together the ideas which it has,with re~r-
e ence to some fundamental plan, some way or order discovered, and 
• 
construct idea~s. An ideal is a concept regarded as a standard ~f 
perfection, a model of excellence or beauty. Ideals are of great 
importance in life, but they may be very :imperfect, owing to the 
mind not being properly taught or instructed. Ideals are better 
• supplied by the carefully taught, the well-directed, well-trained 
mind than by the ignorant. The highest ideal must necessarily o-
riginate with the Greatest Mind and the Greatest Teacher. 
6. The mind, by its image or idea-making power, rra y not only 
be supplied with images or ,ideas of a comparatively simple and 
easily attainable kind, but it ma y also be filled with those that 
• 
are acquired only af'ter much investigation and thought, and are of 
the rrost rranifold and oanplex character. 
The power of mind is e specially seen in its cara city to go be-
yond the f'ormation of' the simple image of' an object or thing _and to 
form the canplex image J the idea of an object or thing in its re-
• lation to some other object or objects,or even of objects :fl3w or 
.. 
rrany in their relation to P.rinc iples or laws. It is seen in its 
adoption of the scientific and philosophic habit. 
j I .> -
7. Mind forms images or ideates, not simply from objects or 
things actually present, but from the var ious forms of language 
...... whose function it is to outwardly represent ideas. Sorre mirtds do 
this much more, after a certain experience, than they work i'1'0m 
the basis of original observation. 
There is no thought in the words which we use in speaking , 
n one in the written or printed sentence. Ideas an d thoughts belong 
to minds solely. But mind is set to forming images, to having i-
• deas, to t hinking , by the signs or al, written or printed, which we 
employ. Great care should be taken, when we depend upon the lan-
guage of others for our ideas, to exactly interpret, to nnderstand 
r igl1.tly. When we listen t o conversation or to speaking, when we 
r e ad books, it is quite possible to think our own thou~ts f irst 
into the language used,and then out,to make up our mental capital, 
e instead of simply ascertaining 1 by means of the words spoken or 
• printed,the s peaker's or writer's mind. 
8. Imagination which has acquired the scientific and philo-
sophie ha.b it, and which can be held in check until mind can as cer-
~ tain the true meaning of outward forms and symbols, is of great im-
portance to scientific and philosophic progress. It aids inven-
tion, and as with wings lifts the mind into the higher regions of 
thought and speculation. In the creation of certain forms of 
l iterature, it exercises a most important function. In religious 
life, the calm, well-balanced imagination is very helpful • 
• When the :ima g ination is kept under the guidance of sound judg-
ment or reason, when it is regulated and steadied by so~er feelings 
and thoughts, when it works by true standards and in harmony with 
correct taste, roost beaut i:f'ul and gra t if'ying results ensue. When 
it runs wild and rmregulated,with varying standards and f'it:f'ul 
judgment, it exercises a most baneful :function. C~ertain forms of 
e f'ict ion, and certain aspects of religious enthusiasm in which coarse 
• 
rna terial elements are strangely conceived a.Yld combined to represent 
spiritual truth, may be noted as showing the abuse rather than the 
~.c- '-'--1 ;::? h-r--~ 
CHAPTER XI. 
J U D G M E N T • 
1. Judgment is mental determination and assertion as to fact 
or reality. The mind not only perceives and conceives as ordinari-
ly understood, it not only images or ideates to make up its mental 
experience, but it so ascertains that in and with itself it d eclares 
the real nature or character of things • 
• 
True judgment is very largely deep,clear seeing attended by 
conv iction as to fact or reality,before it takes on its assertive 
ftm. ct ion. There never can be any judgment without percept ion. Imag i-
nat ion also must precede and do its work in the way o}f' supplying 
images or ideas. And yet judgment gives sharpness or defin iteness 
e to images or ideas which the mind has gained • 
• 
2. In saying that judgment is mental determination and as-
sertion as to fact or reality, we affinn it to be the power of ac-
curate mental interpretation. It is the faculty of carefully read-
• ing off signs, appearances, manifestations . of objects or things as 
such, and giving them their proper significance or value. It is 
the power of just or ri ght appreciation of thin gs. 
The importance of such a faculty cannot be overestimated. The 
success of life hangs upon taking things at their proper value and 
affecting them by no wrong way of considering or understanding them, 
• Mind beccmes more of a reality every way when other realities are: 
rightly apprehended and their deepest significance grasped or nn-
derstood. 
3 . Judgment, of all :powers, is very apt to be hasty, when of' 
course it must be said that it is poor, or not up to standard. To 
• keep judgment up to standard,. the assertive function must not be 
... 
allowed to precede determination. Detennination should be suffi-
cien tly slow to rre.ke assert ion correspond to fact, or things as 
they are. 
It is wise sometimes for the assertive function to be kept 
quite in abe yance. There are certainspheres of life where the 
mind is n ot capable of judging. It has not been suff icie n tly 
b rought into the presence of realities to even d etermine, to say 
nothing of' asserting . 
4. J u dgment as a :D3. cul ty or power, wherever the mind can 
• truly penetrate, should be most assiduously cultivated and im-
proved. It is capable of very special and wonderful development 
by almost ever":l person in some :r:articula. r fields. 
It is undoubtedly too much to expect of most persons develop-
ment or large improvement of judgment in rrany fields, b ecause mind , 
.. while it rre.y be adequate to numerous tasks..~ e spe'eially in rartieula r-
9' 
ly favorable sitt.l.ations, is nevertheless limited in capabilit y . It 
cannot quite t r averse the entire universe. It must rest somewhere , 
and very often rely upon the judp;ment of oth ers. 
5. If judgment is not wisely and carefully cultivated, if it 
does not attain true exercise, it is very liable not only to be 
poor and valueless, but to become vicious and dangerous. Wrong 
judgment is frequently more positive than right judr;ment, and the 
worst forms of prejud~ent are by no means uncommon in life. 
It is always sad to see acts or operations of judgment when 
• facts rove not even been sought, have certainly in no degree been 
ascertained, but on the other lland have simply been hastily as-
sumed. True j .udgment, in the case of a person having formed the 
habit of prejudging, cannot be easily acquired. It is very impor-
tant that the wretched habit of' anticipation in judging be entirely 
abandoned. So every form of selfishness should be given up. The 
-e spirit of selfishness blinds the min d. It hinders rmderstanding • 
• It gives false color to objects or things. It deranges and upsets 
balance, it destroys delicacy of a ppreciation. Only a true trans-
/ -';l-/ 
ra :rent soul can see things in their own pro per 1 ight and ascertain 
t heir actt~l inner character. 
6. Moral or eth ical judgment is simply judement as to moral 
fucts and factors, or things which enter into the li f e of duty. It 
has to do vri th the making of true moral cha racter. It is of im-
rrense service to the expansion of moral b eing, and, like judgment 
of the more purely intellectual kind, it r equires correction and 
hel p in ord er that it may become valuable and strong. It should be 
• c ultivated or improved to the utmost possible degree. 
Moral judgrre n t is apt to be rather slow of development. It 
deals s o entirely with inner truth or with rranifestat io~ . o'fspirit-
ual being that it must wait up on the advance of' m:ind in its rela-
t ion to the mate rial world. And yet, under pro per gui tle..n ce, with 
·4 t rue submission to the Spirit of Truth working in rran as well as to 
..... 
the Great Teacher imparting knavledge f'rom without, it ma y rrake 
most corrnnendable progress even quite early in life. Certainly , 
with rrature years, it should advance to h igh and noble f'orm, it 
should take on the most reliable, t he most trustworthy rebit of' as-
• certaining and asserting the power and significance of moral or 
• 
ethical truth. 
7. Judgment sometimes becomes exceedingly delicate and re-
fined, as well as elevated and a d vanced as respects the field in 
,..n_ ich it is exercised or engpge d. It is then pe rha p:: more oorrmonl y 
:Y..nown as taste. In this f onn, the three fundamental states of mind-
feeling, knowing and willing- are not only involved, but are pecu-
liarly and specially balanced. 
Taste is usually accepted as the mark of an exceedingly, culti-
vated a nd improved mind. It may appear in the broad intellectual 
field, and then be known simply as intellectua l taste; it may appear 
in som3 special literary field, as poetry fbr instance, and be 
called poetic taste; it ma y be found in the musical :Bieid,- and be 
· s p oken of' as musical taste; it rra y a ppear in the moral or spiritual 
field, and be denominated moral or spiri tua.l ta.ate. Taste or 
refined judgment, a.nd tac t or quick judgment supplemented by 
• skill or knack in doing, are ma rks which give much preeminence 
and prominence to mind • . 
1 
• 
CHAPTER XI I. 
MEMORY. 
1. Memory is the power of' the mind to retain its acquisitions 
or its experiences with things and give t hem more or less of perma-
nent character and value. By expe rience must be understood the 
:rassive, aoti,re-passive (reflex-active) and self'-active experiences, 
or experiences of sensibility, intellect, and will- wha te ve:r the 
mind realizes or passes thro ugh in one or all of these · phas,es. 
Too frequently memory has been regarded simply a s the power 
to r etain and recall intellectual operations or experiences. ~~at 
the mind is or passes throHgh in the broad phases or states of 
sensibilit~r and will is quite as imporatnt to be eonsio'tered as that 
which takes place in the intellectual state. Besides, the three 
s tates, although separated in thought, may not be actually separ-
at ed, are probably seldom i f eve r separated in e xpe:r-ience. 
2. What memory is beyond simple power of the mind to retain 
or keep its acqnisitions or experiences, we do not knmv any more 
• t han we know what any other pO\ver of mind is, as judgment, or imag-
ination, for instance. It is one of the ways in which mind is man-
ifested , and that is about· all we can assert. 
That there is a physiological basis for memory, especially as 
related to objects in the material world, in the millions of fibres 
and cells of the brain, that memory may modify its manifestations 
• very greatly in consequence of the building and shifting of cells 
or the waste of old fibres and the construction or growth of new 
1 ones in the nervous tracts, may indeed be true, as some of the 
physiological psychologists · imply and assert~ but memory remains a 
power of the mind just the same, and in and of itself' remains just 
as mysterious and unexplained;. . The eye is an exceedingly com-
plex organ, which, with certain well defined masses of nerve na.tt er 
known as the optic nerve and the optic thalami , entirely condi-
. t ions the power of seeing objects in the physical or material 
·:; u 
vtorld. Things, by means of it as an organ, must be manifested to 
, mind. But the mind nevertheless sees and perceives. P~rception 
remains a power of' the mind, and so, with any physiological basis 
1 f'or the memory however marvellous that may be claimed, memory re-
mains a power of the mind but not of the physiological bas is. The 
. brain with all its cells and all its wonderful nerve tracts does 
not remember. 
3. Much of what is eornrnonly held to be ac t ive memory or 
• r ecol lection, as distinguished f'rom the so called passive f'orm o~ 
retention, is simply judgment, mental determination, mental a seer-
, tainment of fact through the reaning off of signs. Things that 
have once been seen in relation have s.ign-power. A part of any-
thing may easily become a sign to suggest the whole; the outline 
to suggest the f'ill ing or contents; the cause to su~e st the effect 
e or t h e effect to suggest the cause; anything whateve r to suggest 
• , that which resembles it, or i s in contrast or association wit.h it. 
l'fhe relations of things are so multiplied and varied with which, 
I 
I 
without any anal ysis but simply as the result of everyday experi- . 
enee we become familiar~ that the mind easily passes by its wonder .. 
-~ , ful habit of sign-reading, and often with lightnine-like rapidity, 
1 
. from one thing to another. We ·say \'J'e remember, when in reality we 
are interpreting, taking h ol d upon and rmking use of suggestions 
coming to us from something present, or recovering or replacing 
in present contemplation or consideration our former mental ex-
perience with things • 
• Some incline to maintain that memory of objects or things, or 
t he mind's experience with things, which have been presented to the 
mind through the senses, is due t o the power of reading off signs 
of the most delicate and often of the most complex character that 
have been laid down and in a certain way pre served in t he brain. 
So far histologists have fUrn i shed no proof of the existence of 
e such signs, a.Yl.d ther~ is no record or register of s u ch an act or 
• 
1 exercise of the mind. But the theory has plansibility. Mental 
i mages are originally brought into existene~ through~ the . power · of the 
mind conditioned by physical antecedents, and it would not be 
strange if they were to reappear through the persistence of signs 
in brain tissue. But it would scarcely be scientific to assert 
what has not been ascertained and pe rl1aps may never be. 
4. Much of what is comnonly called memory is simp:}.y per-
ception or conception attended by imagination or ideation in the 
simple representative fonn. Objects or things which we have seen 
or known are represented to us, and we say we remember them. We 
• 
mean we see or realize as present things we have seen or realized 
before. We know them as such things; we recognize them as having 
been in relation to us, or we think of ourselves as having had 
experience with them. 
Renewed perception or conception, accompanied by repeated 
~ imaging or ideating . which is a great help to memory, by no means 
• constitutes memory. Recognition is not memory, but reco~nition 
or knowing that things have already been known or experienced shows 
• 
• 
• 
memory. I dentifying things is not an act o:f nemory, but power to 
identi~r may show memory. Re-imaging or re-ideating things not 
present is not memory, but re-imaging or re-ideating such things 
may be an excellent proof of memory. Memory is not a power of 
reproduction or restoration, though reproduction or restoration 
nay depend upon the mind's power of holding things, anc;l increase of 
acquisitions may be largely due to memory. 
5. As a pmrer of mind to hold acquisitions, which is its 
true and only function, memory depends much upon high a'mkeness 
and corresponding awareness at the time anything is experienced or 
realized. If consciousness and intuition are raised to the point 
of firm close attention, of sharp steady looking, it may be expect-
ed that acquisitions will become more positive and consequently 
more abiding • 
Special sensibility provd.des · for special impression or expe-
rience in the domain of feeling. Special intellectual life or 
f ~· u 
ea~nestness, for speoial intelleotual attainment or knowledge. 
Special self-activity or will, for more positive acceptance or 
rejection of things presented. High vigor of mind-fresnness, 
clearness, liveliness has much to do with the power o:f retention 
or memory. There is bet.t er grasp of mind when there is abundant 
energy and true reach :for ac11uisitions. 
6. That memory may be strong, perception and conception 
should be accurate·· and strong. It is also very important that 
• ~gination and ideation should be well developed. Judgment, as 
uiscernment of grounds or :foundations of relations, as the power 
to se0 deeply, to definitely and accurately assert, as going be-
yond perception in ascertainment of principles, in finding those 
great truths which are fundamental and comprehensive, and conse-
quently as an aid to memory both early and late, should be cultiva-
~ ted to the highest possible degree • 
• 
Grip of mind results :from grasp; comprehension fr•om apprehen-
..... 
• 
/J,c 
sion. '~t is usually summed up in the term understanding, or 
the expression, complete or thorough knowledge, fixes mental e.t-
tainments or acquisitions. Repetition of mental experience in any 
stage o:r progresf where eomplete knowledge has not been and perhaps 
cannot be immediately reached, is of much importance in establish-
ing relations \V i h the forms of things that they may be held for 
the deeper inq '.l iny and search of mind. In repetition of experi-
, ence accon:tpan ied .by vocal utterance or expression, t he automatic 
, power of the 
, more or less 
the activity 
phys( oal organs employed in speeeh 
o:r r r. :f'lex aotion ±rom those organs 
of mind in trying to remember. 
is secured, and 
tending to prompt 
7. Memory s~pports mind by giving suoh acquisitions a s have 
power to m~ake true personality sufficient time for transformation 
I 
and ass~ilation. Percepts, concepts, emotions, judgments, ex-
4t periences of all sorts becoming retents, are taken up into the 
• mental constitution. Memory keeps or holds and provides for proper 
I re duction and change by reflection and in whatever other way mental 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
mastering and transforming may be carried forward in the digestive 
process of the mind • 
Observing and weighing our thoughts and feelings;cherishing and 
app r eciating our sentiments; meditating,musing,thoughtfully review-
, ing;considering,making up the mind,resolving;forming purposes and 
plans ;acqp.iring ment~l moods and temperaments; conforming to mental 
laws, establishing mental habits,attaining m~ntal qualifications-all 
these are steps and stages of mental transformation and progress in 
the formation of mental character. As digestion and assimilation of 
mental products go on, various retents disappear, and others take 
their place . Certain necessar y things constituting daily mind food 
are always easily obtained, like essential rna terial products, or· .t he 
abundantly supplied food for the maintenance of the body • 
8. Power to hold should be well eultivated,but not everything 
should be held or retained: by the mind any more than everything 
should be held or retained to be assimilated by the body. 
r·.tental re je <!t ion of that which is not f ood, or which in given c ir-
oumstances or conditions of mind cannot be used, is very important. 
It is not wise, and consequently not truly desirable, to remember 
much that it is pass ible to remember and to use. 
The hab i t of forgetting as well as remsnbering.~ though seldom 
considered, is a erand habit. Eve~;thing should be sifted, and 
such things cast out as are not worth remembering. Things which 
have been well and wisely used at certain stages of experience 
• have little or no val ue at other stages. Let such be entirely 
forgotten. Let knovtledge of rrany things truly pass away, as higher 
knowledge and higher and better life come to the soul. Let onl y 
the best, the truly essent i al, the things that have positive worth 
at any and every stage, to promote growth, to insure development, 
to harmonize and advance mind, to make and keep it :free, be remem-
e bared. The selr-active being should be constantly employed in 
• guiding and guarding the mind in all phases of fts experience as to 
the retention and use of its acquisitions. 
CHAP'l'ER XI I I. 
A P P E R C E P T I 0 N • 
1. Apperception is the power of the mind to clearlp realize 
, itself and its acquisitions or experiences, not as se~rate or 
considered apart from one another~ but as united in true consti-
t uent fashion • 
• When mind observes itself,the act is one of introspection. The 
same is true whenever it looks at one or more of its experience~, 
But when it realizes itself with its experiences t:aken up and re-
earded as a whole ;when it considers itself as feeling, knowing, wil-
ling in all the ways it feels,knows, willsJ or as the fee-ling , 
knowing, willing, experiencing subject, then it apperceives. 
2. Apperception has been described by some as the highest and 
most comprehensive form of a ct ive consciousness or a tt ent ion. 
•· 
• 
It is more than comprehensive active consciousness. It is eompre-
hensive intuition or ar.:~.reness of' self with all its acquisitions 
or attainments as well. 
If' all that is meant by intuition is included in the term 
co~eiousness, then it mi 1~t properly be said that apperception 
is self-consciousness in the gathering, grasping, relating, uni-
f'; ing mood • 
3. Apperception takes up the pro duets of percept ion, coneep-
tion, introspection, and ju~ent, working either in succession 
or anticipating one another. It compacts or constitutes at· dif'f'er-
ent steps or stages of mind, building while the other acquisitions 
are potent or in exercise in their respective ways. 
Apperception aids perception while pereeption lays the founda-
tion of apperception. In the progress of perception dealing with 
or working upon the modes in which things are revealed to find 
their real unity, or the ane reality represented by the modes, ap-
perception does the relating work, yet without bringing self into 
~, any prominenee. In the synthetic and developing stage of percep-
tion, or the multipl y ing of acts of perception to make the large, 
fUll, distinct perception, apperception is the binding or unifying 
p~1er. In quick perception ru1d ju~ent, after the slow careful 
noticing or proceedi~g in detail, apperception brings forward 
the previous acquisitions of mind in the possession of memory to 
attend t he new and slight experience of actual re-observation and 
• complete the act of recognition. 
4. Apperception is the power which accompanies jud~ent in 
so called active memory. I t is not simply the collecting but the 
1 re:...collecting energy which gathers things a:fter j'..l.dgment {sign or 
I 1! 
I 
suggestion reading) has reported the~to the mind. It bring.s the 
recalled or recovered acquisitions up to self. It enables the mdnd 
to claim its own, to make itself stronger, to be more with more 
possessed or more becoming self. 
• 
Memor-y and apperception w·ork much togethe!". Memory supplies 
retents. Apperception assigns them to their proper place. Apper~ 
caption exercises to a greater· or less degree the function of su-
perintenden~e or of tution and guidance in learning. 
5. Apperception, as a pervading and prevailing characteristie, 
habit, way of mind, as a general collecting, assigning and rela-
ting, appropriating and unifying power, creates and shapes person-
ality • 
Strong apperception attending mind in all its phases or moods, 
gathering up the mnifestations or phenoF-~ena o~ sel~, naking them · 
real in self and as self, gives separate, distinct, positive power 
to mind. Such mind is sm•e to be known. Such mind is sure to have 
place and stand forth in the field of the world. Mind that com-
Jl prehensively and clearly realizes itsel~, strongly asserts itself. 
Mind asserting itself, becoming cause to itsel~ and reason for 
itself, appears as person. 
• 
CHAPTER XIV. 
Perso . or Self. 
_ J.. Person is the more or less realized self, a.nd is apparently 
buil t up or constituted very largely through gr owing conscious~ 
ne s s or increased power of apperception , and in the experience 
o.f' more or ~ess oL willing and fe eling . For merlY,, fo_ll.ID1 irlg t he 
J3 
int tional school of thinkers, and in the dominance of" special :ln-
tel)ectual - study, reason , regarded as_ the crown or .summit 
of mind, was considered as ha.v i ng about the sam.e significance as 
person. But that was a mistake. For in our experience with 
and thinking concerning mind we must give va,lue not only to the 
intellect, but to those groups of manifestations know~- as sen-
sibilities and will, whi ch are truly a large and increasing part 
of ours elves . Reason, or the int uitive power, should b e in-
eluded; no ne of our s o-called faculties or powers of our con-
scious and developing selves should be excluded. Even those 
1 earliest manifestations , known as impulses and instincts as well 
as affec tions and desires, which we have apparently in common 
wi th the creatureo below man in the s cale of being , in the con-
_ c &ptio _o r make-up of pe rson or self, should not be forgotten or 
l 
__ ove~looked • Bq_qy ~}].ol,J.:t..d b_e_ regarde_d a_tl simply_ _ the_ exceedingly _ _ 
_s_<?__~plex instrument or Ol,lter organism of self with which it is 
a ssoc i 8.t _ed. and which_ it uses in its gene_ral and sp_e_cial._ contact _ 
a!l'cL intercourse with the exte rn&.l world. 
2. Just when, springing up out of the lower mental being, 
person "'d . ..O.t.e.«J?'rray be expected to ap}Jear, must depend very great-
ly upon things in the mind and things outside of mind. Childhood 
conditions are very diverse. Later conditions also are. It may 
safely be said that, when everything is favorable to the activity 
of apperception, person will be mnifested to a greater or less 
• degree. 
When person first appears,like other young and immature pro-
ducts or growths, it is more or less unstable and weak. But it 
quickly attains strength if the mind is active and vigorous and 
some'M"lat constant. Ib some cases apperception IIBY be much in ad-
e vance of development in other respects • . Then person is likely to 
• 
attain prominence quite early. 
3. Pe rson most strikingly exhibits or manifests itself in 
language. It declares or asserts itself in the pronoun •r• and its 
equivalents of other tongues. It stands out in the possessive and 
objective forms as well. One of the very first nani~stations of 
developing person arises in conception, or the holding of objects 
by the mind, t hey being related to the mind 1m.der the aspect of 
! possess ion. This mani~estation takes form in the words "myw and 
"mine." 
• Language is the great register or record of mind. Not only 
1 do the pronouns tell the story of mind, but every other p:1 rt of 
I I speech is engaged in the same service. Verbs exhibit the :tact 
that mind has its passive, its active-passive, and its truly self-
avtice phases. Nouns and adjectives record acts of percept ion 
and conception. Adverbs and interjections reveal modes of regard-
e ing things. Conjunctions, the habit of cormecting or associating 
• 
in various ways of thought. Pr epositions s h ow the relating power. 
All \'lords and phrases, all sentences, simple, complex and compound, 
1 all childhoos speech and rraturea elaborate forms of expression 
I 
are so many signs exhibiting mind~ Language preserved may be 
I 
-~ called the history of mdlnd to just t he extent of its ha ving 
either inadvertently or purposely put itself into the fo~s of 
1 speech. 
4. Person not only rranifests itself in language, as it does 
1 rnost strikingly, but in specific· experiences or acts that are held 
and acknowledged to belong to separate, independent, organized 
• mind. Whose experiences or acts? · is answered, if not al-ways in 
just those words, yet in a way to clearly and unmistakably impl y 
what is conveyed by t he words, "mine," "his,• or "hers.• Experi-
I 
ences or acts are recognized as separate and apart from the expe-
riences or acts of others and as belonging to person. 
e The habit of mentally marking off, o~· distinguishing experiences 
~. 
or acts as attaching and belonging to different persons., everybody 
understands. This shows that persons as s uch exist, that they 
manifest or reveal themselves to mind observing. Persons, in and 
by their experiences, are . clearly self-distinguished. By what they 
I 
.· • 1 do the~.r are certainly distinguished by others. In all domestic and 
I 
.social life, in all citizen or -soeial lii'e, in moral or ethical as 
well as religious li'fe, by observations. of conduct, we discern 
and assert most positively the existence of person. 
5. In person ~ d.~. man stands above the brute. In this 
h igher character · he not only stands above the so-called lower ani-
• mals, but above his own lower mental nature acknowledged to be 
. I 
aninal. In being self-centred, as i's the ease when he has attained 
personality or true rationality, he shows unmistakable mental 
elevation. 
It may be said that person is most strikingly sirrmlated or 
e . imdtated in some of the lower animals, yet we never s:t:eak o:r ani-
• 
mals as persons. They have awakeness and awareness, low and high. 
They feel, they know, they will. They co-ordinate and use their 
•• 
• 
• 
powers marvellously. On the plane of sense-percept ion, theY are 
often most wonderfully developed, especially in some rarticular · 
I 
respect. They are :full of impulses, instincts, desires, affections, 
actions. They conceive, they have memory~ judgment. TheY combine 
judgments as to things, and sometimes reach conclusionsJ as is 
I 
I 
1 showa by their acts, very accurately. They can be trained, edu-
ca ted. Some animals below man apparently attain much more than 
, some human beings. Some human beings, wi t h ·the germ of person 
in their natures, stay animals; and some animals, without capacity 
1 for as much attainment as man, approach very closely to the higher 
man or person. But animal life at its best estate is never co-
ordinated and self-centred with such governing power as man right-
I ly advanced possesses. Man, though animal, and failing utterly in 
some of his spe cies to properly govern, to rightly and wisely edu-
l cate himself and so attain, yet, rising as he may above as well as 
I up out of the animality of his rnvn being, governs and leaas the 
animal creation. The animals may learn to guard and most fiiith-
1
fully serve man, but they never take him i n charge and educate him. 
• 
• • 
• 
If he truly starts, he starts -6 . .c7~N,a-Rel attains special elevation 
tf 
and special unity and usefulness of powers. He becomes the one 
from among the animals worthy to be called person. 
6. Person or :d~, having nx>re or less of the lower ex-
perience of mind gathered up into the truly realized as well as 
capable self, reasons. By this is meant that mind as a unit or 
whole goes forward into still higher acquisitions, attainments, 
experiences. It takes steps from the kno\~ to the unknown along 
the line of relation of some sort which has been discovered. It 
deeply pierces, penetrates, ascertains. It urges breing into 
closeness and intimacy of view, into warm direct contact, into 
fellowship with the things below and the things above the usual 
comprehension. 
Reasoning by induct ion and deduction, as it has generally 
been understood, is a process of addition and subtraction. Per-
·,, 
ception and conception, judgm~nt and memory attend, but induction 
is assent 1all y adding fact or statement of truth to fact or state-
ment of truth, to get an inclusive fact or broad statement. De-
duction is the opposite, finding in the broad inclusive fact or 
l~eality, or in the broad statement of truth, some particular fact 
or stat eroont, and taking it a1.vay, setting it by itself. Addition 
and subtract ion are well known important operations in mathematics 
which deals with the single fuct and with blocks of' f'acts repre-
. sen ted by :figures, or with elements and relations o"L things ex-
isting or imagined to .exist in space and represented in some form 
• or way. Addition and subtraction, in the simple or comple x forms 
into which they run, are ~\rays of thinking vecy helpful to reason-
ing,and may be considered essential attendant operations. But, 
as every one can readily understand, there must be something to 
add and subtract before there can be additions and subtractions. 
I So, after additions and subtractions, there must be results for the 
e mind to see, and which must be seen, or the mind will have gained 
-· I nothing, will in no respect have increased its acquisitions. Some 
power of mind must go be:fore and follow after all induction, all 
• 
• 
• .. 
/ ·¥-·· ~-
deduction, a 1l inference. Some power, especially i:f mind be re-
earded as it is, namely, a unit, must be in all ope rat ions • 
7. The power in all operations or experiences of mind is that 
of mind itself. It is intuition or awareness of mind. In person 
or reason, in the realized self, intuition has become self-centred 
and strong. It has become a clear, fur-seeing, positive expe rienc-
ing r)mver. As an activity, reasoning is illuminated, educated in-
tuition. As an act or operation of all acts and operations by 
which it is conditioned,but which it nevertheless in its sphere 
corrnnands and uses, reasoning is an act of self!.lood or person fully 
, awake, e.nerget ic, advancing from the deepest and strongest, the 
best . developed or attained within,to the highest,.,profoundest, most 
necessary" and particular or e:tse universal, without • 
Of course all things, as we go forward or attain, must be 
more or less relative. Advancing mind is always advancing beyond 
itself. Person or reason, vigorously starting and exercising it-
• 
self, may reach truth great to itself, or it nay :reach a little of 
great truth, very soon. It may early find much of wonderful value. 
In this way the little child and the great philosopher may some-
times be qui tetogether in their experience, but the child will not 
experience as rrru.ch as the philosopher. The child and the philoso~ 
pher rras both know the heavens, they may both know God. 
8. Person ~r ~1-- , mind realized as self and capable; 
mind _ 'feeling, knowing, willing; built up, const1i:tuted, ready to 
know God; knowing the three great unities which it certainly may 
and does more or less know as they stand revealed; is the founda-
tiori of moral and spi ritual being in man. 
The three great unities are God, Man, the World. Those uni-
ties arrest thought, have power to arrest it mightily. Even with 
e the sharpest and most enlightened power of mind by which vre see and 
• 
know, by the most vigorous intuition o:f our whole souls, we do not 
know all ~bout the World, Man, or God, yet they do reveal them-
eelves, and we know somewhat. The child just becoming person, 
the philosopher much more, having his soul developed or enlarged 
in capacity, having his powers well organized, well c•ntred, 
well commanded and directed, may know, and they may know to-
gether. Both may and must realize. Both should increase their 
capacity and not only receive those unities as they are mani-
fested or revealed, but by the power of personal inquiry, of 
pushing investigati~ reason, of broad, sharp intuitive contact, 
they should try to separate and see the various phases of those 
unities and whatever else they may include or comprehend. The 
philosopher, very reverent, should help the child. In the 
simplicity and readiness of his understanding the child may of ten 
be a good guide for the philosopher. 
CHAPTER XV. 
C 0 W S C I E N C E • 
l. Con science is person or reason standing in realized re la-
t ion to God as suppl :.r ing the standard o f trt.1e moral character or 
r ighteousness. It is moral person. 
lfhatever may be the function of conscience, conscience itself 
• i s moral or responsible persor:arising f'rom relation to the Divine 
Being. · If .God did not reveal himsel r to man in such a way as to 
create the f'eeling and to give the i dea of responsibility, man 
would be without_,or would be found as not having attained, con sci-
ence. But God does reveal himself to us, and especially to man 
self-realized, rendered capable not only of' understanding himself 
_. but of understanding God. God is n~n ifested in man, and in the 
-· world. He is the Life and Light of men , and of the world. He 
. stands revealed in a l l things to t h ose capable of receiving 
r·evelat ion. In his righteous character he is revealed in a great 
variety o~ circumstances in lire, and in most clear and positive 
ways. 
2. Consc ie:nce 1 ike consciousness implies awake:eess o~ soul 
1 or mind being. To realize God, mind or person must be awake. It 
must also be aware. To realize God as he should be realized, or 
that the soul may be strongly benefitecl, may be morally or ethic-
ally imp!"oved, it should be broadly and fully aware, bot only of 
• the Di v ·:ine Presence, but of the Person of God showing and gi 'ling 
Person to help make ri.ghteous person in man. 
Conscience, as a term, has been thought to sign ify knowledge 
of self or self knowledge. It is evident that knowledge, or know-
inc; w·ith, is embodieS. in the word. The con, or with, should be 
e , understood as implying association and relation as respects God • 
• 
That relation of the soul with God, or of God with .us, is appre-
hended, understood, by intuition. Vfuat God is with us and for us 
in his Person or Cha r acter, intuition g rasps. Call it law, call 
it the standard of ri ghteousness presen ted in Divine Cham.cter, 
•  
intuition in conscien ce seizes that, lays it down, or sets it up, 
for the soul ,. 
3. The fi rs t g r eat function of conscience is to read and in-
terpret God's revelation of ·Himself as to what we should be come. 
1Till s uch revelation has been grasped an d . understood, very little 
I 
1 progress can be made in the unfolding an d development of righte-
• ous character. 
If moral person be young or weak,as is sometilnes the case 
even '.vh en we might expect it to be strong, then intuition as be-
1 longing to such person will be young,_. or weak. God's law, his ~er-
I son or Character manifested or revealed to help us, will pe m.aps be 
I tt 1 so imp erfectly or feebl y grasped that li ttle or no building of true 
e t h ical character may be expected. Young mind, however, may some-
times be well advanced and grasp strongly. It may be greatly helped 
• 
/ ~-; 
by the instruction of parents or teachers. It may sometimes do 
, much better than older . mind in unfavor able circumstances or con-
di t ions. 
4. Next to reading .or seeing and interpreting God, is the 
I intuition of the actual moral state of the s ·oul or person receiving 
I divine revelation. Man must understand himself to have desire to 
! be like God, to learn to strive to reach that which is above him. 
The intuition of disparity will then perhaps tend to create effort . 
Disparity, or the fact that we live below standards or ideals, 
will ei thcr tend to spur or depress us. Much depends upon whether 
i I we are possessed of ri ght spirit and have courage, have purpose or dete~-
' mina t ion. Much depends upon whether we have earnestly chosen the 
right at the outset of its presentation to us, or whether we have 
e remained undacided, or perhaps have actua.l ly decided to go wrong • 
• 
Every one should choose the right promptly , should detennine to be 
1 like God and form riehteous habit. Every one should cultivate true 
I 
.I 
... 
• 
spirit, should try heroically to advance or attain. 
5. The intuitive p ower of' mind \¥"h ich has become person, and 
of' person which has become aware of the revealed or manifested Per-
son of God intended to enable us to make true character;or a char-
acter of righteousness. sees, realizes its own acts of ~hoosin~ 
or rejecting true character for itself, and approves or condemns. 
In other \'lords, conscience or the moral man judges . self • 
This f'unct ion of judging as to mo r al courses, and the power 
of' retaining to a greater or less degi·ee , ou,u moral judgments makes 
: moral lif'e. Next to the revealed moral standard, it is the essen-
tial thing to judge and to keep for a longer or shorter period 
those judgments. Moral judgment and mora 1 memory are phases of the 
intuition of' moral person. They have their appropriate place in 
e 1 consc i<3nce • 
• 
6. Conscience or moral person is marked by fee 1 ing. There is 
not only gener'd.l feeling or aff'ect ion ensuing upon moral revelation., 
but there isalso special feeling, particulat" emotions and desires 
.. . arising f rom the ~onsiderat ion ahd t'l'"eatment .of moral ftl. cts. 
• 
Feelings or emotions that do, and feelings or emotions that do 
not~ disturb but are essentially peaoe:f'ul in their character are 
I I conmon. Pleasure, satisfaction, displeasure, dissatisfaction with 
1 self, all understand. We are made to feel; in the presence of 
I I moral facts 
I we rmy learn 
I and conduct. 
and as an important part of our moral experience, that 
to love the right and hate the wrong . in both character 
Strong or lively moral feeling in association with 
true judgment has much to do with true moral development. 
7. Conscience is essentially and necessarily active being. It 
manifests itself as self-active person choosing or rejecting. It 
• is will finding and accepting _. or repudiating and disallowing 
• I Divine Will. 
Conscience may be right,in having a clear revelation o~ the 
true moral standard or of what God is as he requires of nan, and 
be wholl y wrong_,as respects actual choice o~ that standard in mak-
ing character. Conscience also . may be sel~-active being working 
upon standards that are simply representative. o~ the Divine Will 
or Person. By so much as representative standards, whether per-
sons or precepts, are accur ate or right in themselves, that is, 
ha 1~on ize with God as revealed, they may be wisely ~ollowed. Not 
un:f'requently they must be ~ollO\ved, when the conditions o~ life 
• are low, or t h e person to be a dvanced or improved is yet youthful 
anff lacking in ability to grasp t~uth in the higher and stron~r 
1 intuitive way. In many situations developed or mat1~ed mind is 
1 greatly needed ,as true moral person 1 and as conveying true moral 
pre cepts, to help those \vho are more or less un.taught in what is 
I right 1. and who are la~gely incapable of' putting the right into sue-
• 
1
cess£ul practice • 
• 
CHAPTER XVI. 
C H A R A C T E R • 
1. Character is the entire resul t of the forces or influ-
ence acting upon and within the mind, especially of the mind's own 
operations and experiencest whether those before or those after 
mind be comes person. It is built up upon the ground of conscious-
ness or mind in its condition of awaken ess, and upon conscience o r 
• pe rson standing an a realized relation to God as supplying t he 
standard of true moral attainment. Consciousness as fundmnental 
to a l l experience, conscience as espec i ally embodying i ntu i t i v eness _, 
character as gathering into itself all that has been re al iz ed in 
consciousness and conscience~express t he three great aspects of 
mental or soul being. 
All experience of mind of which a ny record whatever can be 
made must be of mind in a conscious or truly awakened condition. 
All consciQus experience, until apperception begins its work, 
must be without knowledge on the part of' mind itself'. Such experi-
ence nay be manifested, as is true of' the acts of' infants, to other 
mind observing,. but not to itself. All conscious experience, after 
apperception begins its work, has more or less of' register within 
the mind, and then character begins to form. 
:z. Character begins with habit or the result of' repeated acts 
or experiences, especially those agreeable or pleasing to the mind • 
• A large part of' life is built up on the experience of' t he agreeable. 
Natura l ly impulse and instinct work in that direction. Desires 
and active affections relate to those things that are pleasing and 
satisfying. · The mind takes on aspect or shape through habit of' man-
if'estation or cust~mary way of' acting. 
We have habits of :feeling , of knowing, of willing. They are 
general habits in the f'unclamental phases of mind, and :nave much 
to do with keeping up certain special or particular habits. They 
supply the basis of' certain forms of activity. By habits we are 
·-
• 
• 
• 
rre.rked off or distinguished from other people. In relations of in-
tercourse w'hich \Ve must maintain, habits are ve~r useful. All the 
lower animal life especially runs on much under the dominion or in 
t he sphere of habit, and the same is true to a greater or less ex-
tent of the actual personal life. 
3. Character appears in improved, refined, regulated feeling, 
and in the positive achievments of the higher intellectual life, 
t he life of thought, the life of disciplined, cultivated mind or 
person. We often speak of the intellectual character which certain 
individuals have attained . and which they show. This stands in 
cont !'ast with the lower undeVeloped, uncultivated state of others. 
When feeling and intellect are both well developed, we are usually 
impressed very favorably, we admire the combination • 
Sometimes cha r acter is especially advanced on the side of 
sensibility rather than intellect. Feelings are beautiful and re-
fined. Taste rrey be very refined and choice. If a :fair meas-
ure of' the intellectual element ·. ae-comr:anies, sentiments may be 
very lovely. The po~tieal temperament, the musical temperament, 
• the delicate domestic and social temperament, are especially per-
vaded or dominated by feeling or sensibility. They may also be . 
by rare intellectual power. Not all the gif'ts and graces of' cul-
. ture, however, except perhap.s in a few extraordinary instances, 
are looked for in the s ame person. 
4. Character appears in a good conscience. A good conscience 
• is a grand attainment. It affects strikingly the cultivation 
of the entil·e person. It works downward 1outward-and upward. It 
stands forth in right choices, in benevolent sentiment, in true 
purpose and activity of' every sort~ It is manifested in noble will. 
"A good conscience is a continual Christmas.• Conscientious-
e ness a s a r.abit or disposition. delights all, all approve. It is 
accepted as a fine mark of manhood, and as showing true manhood 
even when other marks are considerably lacking or do not appear. It 
I 
is not all or desirable manhood only as conscience itsel~ is un-
derstood to incl ude the well built up, or in all respects truly ad-
• ;· vanced, truly cultivate d nan. But there can be no true manhood 
• 
I· 
I 
I 
I. 
wit h out conscientiousness •. :. 
5. Faith is another rre.rk of true cha :r·acter. It permeates all 
successful life. We are ramiliar with the assertion that it is 
essential to a religious lifeJto spiritt~l progress, but it is 
not less essent ial to all life, especiallY . that well undertaken and 
well carried for ward. 
Faith or belier is genuine reliance upon things or the wil-
ling or one's self into active participation or a p11ropriation. It 
i s the laying hold upon things o:f:fered or promised to make us 
strong, to add to our ability or resources, to increase our persons 
e or char acters. It is the power of victory or achievr.tent. Disbe-
lief is its opposite; unbelief is the permanent habit or mark of 
wrong cl1aracter. 
6. Spiritual character implies the spi:r·itua.l habit, or habit 
of ree;:trding the immaterial order -o!" realm. and a genuine choice 
• 
of the spirit ual 1 if'e • It signi f ies that one has arrived in his 
development, in his attainments, not at the threshold . but at the 
inner temple of experience. It shows rran in intimate relation 
with God. 
Religion, as a term, should be understood to express the at-
titude of liEn as a worshipper. Worship is essential to the strong 
• 1 impress of God upon man from without and not less to the recognition 
of the Divine Person within. By entering into the religious life, 
man makes character:,· especially and particularly if he is prompt 
to heed God's voice and forsake \'trong doing. There is great loss 
in forgetting to worship God. Failing to \Yorship, man sins 7 and 
, sin destroys character. By the help of God, mind or soul may be-
e come, and should become, spirit. The · pure in heart, those who will 
• 
to do right, shall see God, shall fully attain, by the help of the 
Holy Spi!·it, true spiritual character. The graces and glor}· of 
• 
I 
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TH E SOLUTION 
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• The Solution 
Studies in Psychology with Historical 
and Ethical Aspects 
and a ..; 
Having to do with the Problem 
of 
Human Life, 
by 
Granville Yager. 
• 
PREFACE. 
The theme t ha t is ever before us and is never quite 
settled is The Problem of Human Life.. There have been many 
a.tt emp t s and ways of trying to set tle i t .. Philos ophy - and 
there i s something of philosophy i n every attempt - haa had 
i t s wrestle. Theology, whi ch has eo of ten been invoked, has 
had its cont ention or s t ruggl e. Why should Psychology, perhaps, 
no t be too ~~bitious, out try? It might a t leas t add s omething 
to t he resul t s of o t he r eff ortsw 
Psychol ogy is no t t he s~~e as Anthropology .. It does 
not spec i fi cally enter upon or into the his t ory of Man 0 It 
does not rai se ques t ions as to his ou ter fo rm.. I t s t udies and 
int erprets, ou t ke eps to t he ment al or soul s i de , t he i nne r 
be i ng . It considers mental facul t i es or powers, and what they 
are fo r.. I t r a i ses questions of ment al growt h or development. 
I t looks t oward t he meani ng of soul bei ng or l ife . It asks 
what is i ndicated by Man seen i n the ri ght l ight ; what is h i s 
being or charac t er , his per son; f or what is he appar en t ly 
fit ting ; or what is t he right us e of himself i n t he plac e 
whe r e we f ind h i:m a.s he reveals himself to others or hims el f. 
There would be much i ndicated in the study of t he 
phys i cal or outer person of Man, but we can give a ttenti on to 
that only i ncidental ly. Our objec t i s t o le ave cons i de r ably 
ou t of view, or largely untouched , Physiological Psychology of 
which much has b een made i n r e c ent year s. Body a s the Ins t ru-
ment of Mind i s a fa.scina t ing s tudy. .Ac tiona a.nd reactions ir: 
the relations of body and mind, especially in diff erent persons, 
·-:t ' C:• ""! A A ~ 0• \ "T'T' 
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have been car efully investigated by European and some Ame rican. 
experimenters. Biological la.boratoriee have been made to yield 
interesting and impo r tant results~ But these experimen.ts and 
efforts, with their valuable contributions, do not very mu ch 
bear upon our subject and aid ou r inqui r ies. It is Mind 
str ictly speaking, and Mind more or less in relation to God, a.nd 
e Man in a life of Attainment or Study, which we wish an( undertake 
to considera 
. Granville Yager, 
Braintree, Mass • 
• 
• 
• 
1 
PSYCHOLOGY AND THE PROBLEM. 
I 
Studying psychology to solve the problem of human 
existence we are really studying ourselv•s· There are three 
questions which we may properly take up; profitably, also, let 
us hope: How came we here? Who are we? How are we equipped 
or endowed? The Theistic answer as to how we came here baa been 
often given, namely God. We .shall let that answer stand , be-
cause we have no other that seems adequate or satisfactory. 
God , as a Person, in the universe of which we are a part, is 
acknowledged or confessed. I do not mean by our philosophies, 
as such, although absolute idealism, whether objective or sub-
jective, must have a finn ground for ita thought and cla~ of 
the divine or diviner immanencei and the historical and critical 
philosophy so current, or what may be called the careful and 
scienti~ic method or way of seek and find must advance upon so~ 
rational, some sound or reliable basis ~ while all pragmatic 
thought of man or the world would be very unhappy as well as un-
supported without the idea . or at least feeling that God is 
under and above all , or certainly some Being who holds in him-
3elf and can at any time gather up the apparently broken parts 
o~ our existence or the tangled skeins and threads of li~e , 
making out of tham one beautiful and consistent piece or who1e. 
Surely, as many if not most of us feel, there can be no Cosmos 
or Perf ect World without a God, whether we see a Cosmos :now or 
look f or one in the future . But ~or these reasons more eapecia1• 
ly, when there is a call. for reasons of any sort , do we accept 
and confess God in our human earthly living sphere and relations. 
2 
We behold t he revealing or manifestati on of mind or 
intelligence, of power or energy, of love or interest, much 
above or great er than these attributes as we common y hink of 
o associ a te t hem with man, going on in the wo r ld. All, in 
every s ituation, in their sane and very bee moments and often 
in he ir insane and wo1•at, observe and report t . e all feel 
e &J1d realize the r eality of One whom we call God. This i s no t 
speaking g netica ly, or fo r all s tages of O'ttl!r. experience, but 
• 
as recognizing a great general acto In t he world, we experi-
ence what may be called t he Divine Pr esence ruli~~ and govern-
ing. We have need, e.nd we fe el t hat, be ing ver y dependen and 
weak, there must be One who i s s t r ong, who can over come fo r ue 
and satisfy our need. We worship, and that is ve r y s i gnificant, 
whether the worship be ref i ned and cultivated or , as in parti cu-
lar s ituat ions or s t ages of human development , gross and low. 
Our whole existence he r e asks fo r , i t even demands God . The 
i spos i t ion , inclinat ion, acti.ons of men; t he desire or feeling, 
the af ectionate a pir i t , impulse or i nstinct; the persisten 
. . 
aim and eff ort - the whole output of l i f e--i mply and a r e only 
kept up . or Qus tained by or tr~ough our appr ehending of and 
relying upon Go d Q God ie Father ~ as we come t o f ee l especially 
in t hese Chrietian days. He le He~per and Supporter of us aJ.:l. 
He i s with us a nd makes l arge contributions of Hims el f to us 
constantl y • 
In Professor William James' "Var ieties of Religious 
Experience ," t he concl us ion is reached t hat "God and man are 
doing business toge t her." Commonplace as that eounds, i t is 
reall y very striking and prof ound to t he mo s t serious t hought . 
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Considering our life, we recognize that relationship and partner-
ship of actual being. I t is true that in all our af~airs we do 
not plan or accomplish anything alone. Not merely in what we 
• commonly call rel,!gious endeavor do we live and work together ; 
but in every other sphere or kind of experience that we have , 
human life is conditioned by , and wonderfully associated with, 
4t as well as supported by God. We all feel we could not be here 
:in this world in an~~ sense of being at all, or go on to do any-
thing whatsoever without Him. As Paul, speaking to the Athen-
ians says, "In Him we live and move and have our being. " 
• 
Psychology or the Study of Mind $having reference to the solu-
tion of the great problem of Man's existence , must not forget 
or omi·t to see and consider lian in true relation to God. As 
religion is understood to have reference to Man in thei s tic 
relation, this admirable statement by Edward Scribner Ames, 
of Chicago University , may wisely precede what we shall later 
undertake to say as to the religious life. 
"In the ancient world
1
religion was taken for granted. 
So also were its various forms . Each nation had its own gods, 
temples, and festivals . Differences in religion were accepted 
in t he same way as differences j.n language or dress. This was 
true not only of the tolerant and pliable Greeks but also of 
the strenuous Hebrews . The latter , in the best of their pro-
phets did indeed present vivid conparisons of the superior 
power and goodness of their religion, but they did not attain 
any reflective or philosophical consciousness of the nature of 
religion itself. At times they s epar ated sharply certai~ ob-
servances, such as animal sacrifice from t he more refi ned and 
ideal worship of' J"ehovah. But these r eflec tions were of' a con-
crete, prac t i cal char ac ter ,. within the accep ted forms of' t .he 
social tradition, a.nd did no t result in distinguishing religion 
f'rom the political or domestic life. In the later Hebrew , as 
in nearl y the whol e Chris tian period, the conviction of' the 
truth of the one religion and the falseness of' all others was 
- taken in a complac ent way, which could no t arous e interest in 
the intr insic natur e of' religious experience . I t was perhaps 
the Deis ts and Skeptics of' the seventeenth and eighteent h cen-
turi ee who f'irst a ttained a critical judgment concerning the 
reltgious problem. And it was Lessing who made the significan t 
observation that the Bible contains religion, but the founda-
tions of' f'aith must be sought i n the human mind and in the 
human heart. " 
• 
As to t he appropriate comment, f'rom the s t andpoint of' 
psychological observation, upon this quotation from Professor 
Ames, and any f'urther reflection upon the f ast ening of the 
theistic convicti on upon or in the human mind at larg~ , as ex-
hibited in inc idental but not accidental form, that will be 
appropri ate la.ter when we more especially take up Reli.gious 
Psychology • 
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THOUGh~ CONCERNING MIND OR SOUL . 
II 
The idea of Lessing1 that ~ to discover the actual 
fcundatfon of our faith or religion, we must look to the human 
mind and heart should set or start us off on the right track. 
; 
We must inquire about. ourselves. We must ascertain what we 
are . That i s just what in this inquiry we are trying to do. 
As to t he origin of thought concerning mind or soul , 
some have said Aristotle was the first to begin to thi~ quite 
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accurately and scien tifically. But there were others, I have 
no doubt, before Aristotle , a.nd t he great thinker so o·ften 
quoted Pl a to, with his fine idealism 1 and appearing also in his 
interpretations of Socrates . Before Pythagoras, also, who .with 
h~s select brotherhood 1 in I taly,did some remarkable thinking, 
There were others in the Oriental and Egyptian as well' as He-
brew and Greek worlds who i nquired often and long perhaps, and 
with intensity : What is ~n? · and who '? With the ~wisdom-di~ ­
meted and penetrating vision, 1 t may be they saw quite clearly 
God and ~ n; and God and iran in special and particular relation , 
imaginat i vely at least in physical and outward; intuitively and 
really i n mental and moral or inward relation; a.nd doing things 
in ~he world ; saw them active and revealing in the work and pro-
cesses of life* There were undoubtedly those who looked at and 
studied themselves with much originality , if only to be impress-
ed , a.s minds usually are, however great, by the contemplation of 
the stars and the milky way. They observed and read things in 
the light of their intelligence and wisdom in the earliest days . 
We gladly admit., because as interpreters w~ are not so 
severely held accountable , that it is hard to tell whether we 
are conscious first of ourselves or of something else , as per-
6 
sons or objects outside. And it is hard to state , because 
history and biography , as handed over to us, are never complete , 
when the study of mind or soul actually began; when the first 
interest of the individual or group arose; in what part of the 
tt wor l d the first psychologist in any sense started up to ask and 
settle questions respecting himself or others. Whe.n a man, 
whether savage or civilized,really starts up and begins serious-
. Iy to ask questions concerning himself ·and to wisely and tru.ly 
answer them, I have no doubt he is frequently startled or sur-
prised, especially if, after he has started somewhat upon his 
earthly career, he is told by some one who lived before he did 
that, a.s an infant, he was picked up naked on a snowbank by a 
policeman and carried to a hospital to be protected and clothed , 
.-
~~d then to a children ' s home to be brought up , a s was the cas e 
in the city of Boston recently. As the Roman Lucretius, trans-
lated by Dryden, centuries ago wrote concerning the new-born 
babe, so he sometimes arrives. 
"Thus, like a sailor by a t•mpest hurled 
Ashore, the babe is shipwrecked on the world. 
Naked he lies and ready to expire, 
Helpless of all that human wants require." 
Fortunately most arrive in a less tragic and exposed fashion. 
Everybody sees that, in the order of development, mind 
must first be created and awakened for any intelligent or 
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chosen act . What the real entity of mind is without any mani-
festation whatever, or what goes to exactly make up human 
identity will probably remain a. mys tery for a while yet. But 
I 
~· it is pretty evident that one must be before he can see or do 
anything els e, and that functional psychology is worth much to 
us to lead us up to the reality and source of our actual being. 
• I n our li ttlenesa and comparative insignificance we must come to 
what is called consciousness, whi ch is about the same as awake-
ness, and go on to awareness, which has often been discussed as 
the power to see;and of insight or intuition; and intuition as 
presentative and rational, according as it attends to an 
observation of material or outward fact or, looking inward , 
finds spiritual activities or interests to be in the field , 
or laws and principles of handling self and regards them. Aware 
' 
or with intuitive preparation or readiness gained somehow as 
philosophy might learnedly affirn1 or say, and looking outward 
or away fro:m ourselves before vve look within, which seems most 
probably , and as we will now assume , we noti.ce and r eceive 
impressions. Righ t here it may be said, as another has said~ 
"Consciousness grows. I t is very slight in the inf'ant, some\vhat 
greater in the child, and it may become relatively vast i:n 
ma, ture age. But this growth · is to be thought of as an increase 
in the wealth of particular experiences , in their diversity , and 
in their organization for the guidance of action :- " But indeed 
Professor Ames would, we think, have spoken more truly if he had 
said this concerning mind rather than consci ousness , or of the 
mind ' s power to grasp and hold or handle and possess or use. 
Loosely we speak of heing consciOl:llS of little or much when we 
I 
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really mean we are aware, have knowledge of or experience with 
and can do little or much in the world. 
We notice, and receive impressions. I mpressions a r e 
~· the very firs t and raw mater ial of the expe rience of mind. We 
do not now say ju~t how they fi rst arise . We have them. They 
are apt to be all sorts, usually are. They a r e gross and coarse, 
It whether of the snowbank or of some warm place where we are dis-
rover.ed in enviromnent or si tuation, or they are f i ne and deli~ 
cat e·; like the outer world , like our bodies , like ourselves. 
The r e is a sense i n whi ch, to begin with, we are pre tty much 
chips and bits, or odds and ends , i n ou r contact and corres -
pondence with the outer world. We have to pick up, by such 
experi ence as we have , and put oursel1res , coming more or leas 
into form, together. We have to make ourselves through a pr o-
cess of ge tting together and cohering. Some do t his easily and 
ni cely or quietly, others have a slow and hard or stormy time 
both in building childhood and manhood or in getting on in the 
development of char acter and life . They need much sugges tion 
and help. Usually human beings advance to considerably mo.re 
than t hey are at the earlier or later start , unless unfortunate-
ly on t he road they judge they are already mentally produc ed or 
quite completely and satisfactorily ma.dee \Ve gain impressi.ons . 
and are fo~~ing what have been called sensat ions and perceptions, 
or we pictu re persons and t hings, whi cll is undoubtedly very much 
the way of childhood and of older people all the t~e, having 
very s oon ideas or thoughts of wholes or parts in t he wo r ld 
about us. Referring to pr oducts within the mind, we hold more 
or less i n our actual or assumed s elves, in o~r invi s ible 
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receptacle or grip .. . ~hat is it? .. in t hat which no philosopher 
or philosophy coming our way has described or s:hO\Yn, which no 
one has ever s een open or shut or do anything els e except in the 
habit of givi11g or r efusing attention to t h i ngs, talk as we may 
about the sub-conscious or subliminal , the marginal or extra~ 
marginal, or the real valid consc ious , - Referring to products 
It or possessions within ourselvesJgained when the sense-doors or 
windows are open, an.d the mind or soul standing back like a 
photographer wi th his camera i s ready to receive , and receiving 
interprets what it catches or p~ychically t akes, construes 
t hat 
as reality, full~l believing i n real ity which has caus ed or 
... 
brought the reality in the picture . form about, we have what, 
for purposes of discri mination and careful thought or consider-
we name 
ation, for scientific appreci-ation or value, percepts a.'"ld re-
' 
cepts, i mages and r etents, no t i ons or concep t s , judgments and 
conclusions, recollec tions or memories, and so on. The sort 
of ac t i v i ty involved i n all t his experience is usually called 
the intellec tual, b ecau se i t h a s been the custom to take it up 
in connection with the pro ces s of knowing. Then there a re ex-
citements or fe elings, and so called motions or emotions of 
various kinds, acc ording t o what t h ey relat e, or as they stand 
related. There a r e affections and i nteres t s whi ch spring up and 
surge within us. We call t h ese sensibili ties, when we use a 
group name. They. are mo r e especially passive in the i r char-
acter , as we th:fnk,rather than passive- active as when the in-
tellectual nature wi th its actions and reactions is involved, 
though it is har d t o show even that. The mind is frequen tly 
acting when feelings ar e dominant , and it is stirr ing itself 
up. Above all, and wo r king upon or handling and exerting 
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itself; working upon and molding or shaping toward some end 
sense-impressions, perceptions , conceptions, imaginations, con-
clusions, all operations of intellect and feeling, we see Will, 
Will, which includes all voluntary and creative power of mind, 
all choices and executive movements, all planning and building 
power on the positively doing side, we behold, aa especially 
· e dominant and regnant among the mental :raoul ties. When we say 
faculties, we mean, as the former psychology looked at things, 
and as we are when for convenience in describing functions still 
inclined to apeak. We see and recognize as the highest function 
of Kind or Sol!lll that which we call Will. Or we may say that, 
in true functional, and whatever there ie of actual static 
psychology, in Kind or Soul , Will stands out large. It is the 
large Personal Phase or Mind or Self. 
With this genetic interpretation, we must now pass to 
the way in which mind has been more or lesa philosophically 
considered or looked at in the comparatively modern thought-
field. We must discover the trend of the past and the trans-
ition. 
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FORMER METHOD OF STUDY AND LEADERS. 
III 
Rudolph Eucken, of the University of Jena, in his 
great work called by hie translators into English , "The Problem 
of Human Life," has a group of thinkers which he calls "The 
Leaders of the Enlightenment." In that group he begins with 
e Descar tes. If we disregard all classical and scholastic 
thinkers so called , we t eo may begin with him, and so see how 
the interes t in the intellect as such began and was carried 
fo rward. 
Rene Descartes of Tourrains, France, thought he would 
settle things as t o human existence, at least i n his own mind 
and in his own way; and he - did so by saying, "I think, therefor e 
I a.:..'!l." He might with greater emphasis have said , I act or do 
s omething, and because I act or do I am. This n ot withs t anding 
the f act that he was in existence and t hat human b eings had 
lived much before the French philosopher lived and did his 
thinking. By his attention to thinking he established the 
priori ty of intellect, as some writers today , to their satis-
faction at least, establish t h e "Priority of God ," by giving 
attention to the f act which somewhat antic ipated or preceded 
them, and perhaps had been neglected o r overlooked. The rever-
ent and God-filled or God-imbued Benedic t de Spinoza, as he 
called himsel~ , of Amsterdam, Holland, seemed to see and say 
• that God was pret ty much all or to be :identified with e,e r y-
thing. It is i nteresting to bring the intuitions or conclusions 
of these two thinkers together. We cannot he1p wondering not a 
little at the influence of t heir intellectual processes. John 
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:Locke of England, who had also lived in Holland and become very 
broad minded and toleran t in hie views , and who had imbibed the 
"et; - spirit of Bacon and Descartes, perhaps also of Spinoza, s t arted 
out on an independent investigation and set going the lar ge 
inquiry of the period in which he lived as to what is the origin 
tt of ideas or knowledge, and also as to the mea~ing of the prin-
ciple of identity~ In contending t hat all knowledge grew out 
of experi ence , the knowledge side of mind or the intellectual 
facul ty received again special at tention a Soon David Hume 
• 
of Sco t land picked up his sling and smooth stone and 1 like another 
David 1 caused distress to thinkers by attacking t he giant pr in-
ciple of causali ty in connec tion wi th mental ph~nomena. The 
Rume infl uence which gained acc eptance i n England in the Mills
1 
in Bain of Scotland and oth ers at a latex: date here and there, 
I 
and in Germany in such ps ychol.ogiats as Herbart . gave the world 
the Assoc iationalists who have sometimes in the heat of dis-
' 
cussion and perhaps with justice . been referred to as producing ) 
and transmitting t o t he world "a psychol ogy without a soul." 
The grea t Leibniz of Leipsic, Germany , did his work , more as 
Spinoza did his, with rare methodical and Inetaphysical thorough= 
neaa.. They certainly did not "forget God." They saw the va~ue 
of spiritual truth in the world~ They discovered Divine Real-
ity and Divine Presence everywhere , a s Hume did not. They f elt 
• the fo rce of causation and eternal support in things .. The 
glc,rious Le ibniz! we are inclined to say, even with his beau-
ti:ful theory of Pr eestabli shed Harmony , which was not es tabli sh-
ed; as we alBo s ay,_ lJ'he go od dreaming Bishop Berk1ey.! with his 
1 3 
charming spiritual idealism, when inquiring into the meaning o'f 
matter and transcending mat ter in hbl own mind~ There was 
a thinking, not a sleeping by any means, giant of Konigsberg, 
• Germany, who was aroused by Hume. He was of Scotch extrac tion, 
and he went to work to do what it seemed to him needed to be 
done to clear up the whole ground or domain of knowledge. Still 
tt it was intellect and knowledge which fixed attention in Kant 's 
i nvestigations. Immanuel Kant delved right and left, probed 
in and out, leaving but little that was not upturned, although 
aa Fichte, Schelling, Schleiet"J..nacher, Hegel, Schopenhauer, and 
some in other countries bes ide Germany, with its profpundity of 
thinking,l,iave followed, t here has been the impressi on that he 
did not quite see all. Hie critical and practical interpre~ 
tations as well as observations, however, yielded much. 
While eo much attention was given to the intellect 
where was Wi ll, or ma.n under that aspect of his being? Wa.s 
it in eclipse? It cer tainly was to most of the study of the 
period which drew any attention. But men as ever, and especial-
ly in t:he worldly activities and contentions or struggles of 
the great newly awakened and modern world, ~hether much or 
l.i ttle aware that they had vlills or not, were certainly using 
them~ In the darkes t days of the Phi1osophy of Necessity , the 
Divine Will and llan as Will were at work.. Will was in magnifi-
ca.nt exerc i e e~r. "Europe and America in the sixteenth, seventeenth 
• and eighteenth centuries , and in the nineteenth and twentieth 
cen turies God and Man are marching on ~ This, wi th or without 
regard to speculative or s c ientific acco~animent and int erpre= 
tations ~ Will has been freely· exercising itself , showing power, 
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and demanding new reaches of opportunity almost everyw·he re. The 
whole earth, with all sorts of inventions and appliances, is the 
sphere of its operation or its commanding activity today . I t 
• - has been its own interpreter and revealer among men. Bu t we are 
s ti ll interested in the interest and the results of the stud~Y 
of othersa Kant brought the will or the purposing and exeeu -
tt tive power of mind or soul into prominence. He brought mind , in 
hi s c rit.ical and prac tical i nves tigati ons, clearly into v iew; 
and man in h i s responsible relation to God also , in hi s e tnical 
discussions, giving especial emphasis to what seemed to him 
particularly over whel11 L g and convincing " the cat ego r ical imper-
a t ive of the moral law." The Ger.!JJ!an psychologists, Tetena and 
Mosea Mendels sohn , according to .James Sully, one of the best 
authori t i es of the Transi ti<H;.a.l School, introdu ced the tripar tite 
I 
or threef ol"l'i.i vision of mind ; but Ke,nt , he says, made it 
"p rominent and authorative~" That division came to us across 
the Atlanti c very soon . I t is to b e regretted that it could not 
have been made . sufficiently impressive and authoritative as well 
as migratory a l i t tle earlier (Kant 1724-1804), with suffi c ient 
emphas is upon the Will in a state of Freedom to have impressed 
that great American student and preacher of the doctrine of 
Neces s ity , J onathan Edwards (Edwards 1703-1757), am:.d kept out 
of thought the misconcept ions and confusion introduced into 
much.- of New England theology . ) Edwards acuteness of t hought and 
e rich piety did not prevent him f rom confot.tnding activi t i es of 
mind in his !' Treatise on the Affections .. " His "Freedom of the 
Will and Moral Agency" might have been somethi g other tha .. 
bortive and unsatisfactor~ had he distinguished~as he should, 
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between motives and Inot ·ve-materiala Hume did the strange 
\ l thing in following Locke, with his criticism, of shutti:ag the 
~ 
\ door of the mind 
i 
l 
·, world and mental 
by denying causal acti on between the external 
experience , and Edwards .. the st ranger of letting 
} 
~ in his thinking, the external world and the inner flow together 
~ and ao swamp and control the perception and aspiration of the 
\ 
• ot 1 as to leave it without f reedom, without power of itself, 
• 
Ia ... it seemed, to do anything. To Hume the external world was 
unproved, was but as a phantom or will~of-the-wisp affecting us. 
To Edwards there was enough of the world and God of his kind 
in control to make man a dancing irresponsible puppet or a miser.-
able,humilie.ted, protesting slave . No amount of sweet religion 
could lift the incubus or intolerable burden of his thought. 
Th e philosophy and t heology of Edwards today are pre tty much a 
dead letter. Neither advocates nor opponents, if there b e any, 
.much as they may be glad to honor him on other grounds desire a 
resurrection of his irreconcilable ideas which once caused so 
much attempt at speculative modifi cation and such distress and 
was 
division in New England as passed along by many of hie auccees-
t·-
ors and followers ,for more than one hundred and f i f ty years • 
THE DAWNDTG OF A BETTER PSYC IDLOGY. 
IV 
Through Kant we come to ~hinge somewhat different. 
We b gin to feel freedom. It seems to be slowly reaching usQ 
In practice, a.s already observed, it has reached us. We 
achieved and claimed freedom for ourselves of a political and 
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educational type in Americ a. Religious freedom, considerably 
also. Sometimes that, by reaction from what we felt could not be 
true amounted to over-assertion in some of the attitudes we took 
and the independence we claimed. We are still using and gaining 
for ourselves, a.nd others over the seas_. .. or in the seas ,. in 
spite of opposition and delays, a.nd indus tr:iJally and commer-
cially, it must be admitted by all, in the las t centuries we 
have made great if not immortal progress. 
The writer was cnce a student in a theological 
school which was not in sympathy with the Edwardean type of 
theology. In an infant theological school, for the purpose of 
settling problems of thought, he spent two very profitable 
years~ Rather a sturdy or vigorous infant of about twenty years 
o:f age, it was even then; and.now, in its legitimate sv,ccessor, 
/ 
one of the largest and best in the United States . ItJwas foundk· 
ed by the son of a Scotch minister who . was ·a· grad~1iite of Edin-
/ 
.. r· ' 
b·urg University} .John Dempster. In that schtloY , under most 
· faithful ins true tion by teachers Ylh9 'bore the names _ of Stephen 
M. Vai l, John W. Merrill a.nd Da.vid· Patten, a ll large-mi ndedJ 
I 
college-l:ired r.1en, hom we are gi.a to name, influence was re-
\ 
ceived which has since been ~~.featly va.lt,;.e • A Mental Philosophy 
// 
by Thomas C. Up~!E ·t~ ... ~ us d in that school as a text- boo.t:. 
/ 
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Thomas C. Upham was born in the little to't n of Deerfield, New 
Hampshire, in the days when there were sturdy homes among New 
Engl and hillf.l. He graduated at Dartmouth and then from the 
.. _ Theological Seminary at And()ve rJ Mass. He became pro essor of 
mental and noral philosophy at Bo~doin Col.lf:!ge, Mai ne. :Both 
Wesleyan Univers i ty, Connecticut , and Rutgers College , New 
• Je rsey, honored him by conferring upon h im degrees. By this 
author, and implicitly by t he institutions recognizing him, 
• 
there was a di et inct acceptance of the thr ee-fold division of 
mind , which , while opening the doorJ as had already been done in 
Germany to t.he acceptance of a mechanical view of mind ins tea,d 
of leading straight on to functi onal psychology, meant much. 
I ntellect, Sensibili t iest Will were t he names of the three 
vol~~es with I ntellec t, as appears, still coming first . But _ 
this was an important advance. The full titl e of the third vol\,;.IIle 
;as rather striking, as i f there was reall y s omething in the 
air, some new electricity : "A Philosophical and Practical 
Treatise on the Will ~" Thie seems to sugges t bo t h Edwards and 
Kan t as predecessors. Yet here, with the "Original Suggestion" 
of the firs t. volt.une, the work as a whole was not suff:iiciently 
original to start off with a sturdy treatment of· the Will a 
We were Bti1l trailing on with the Will l ast in this author, 
a nd this new progressive, scholarly American s chool in which 
t he book was studied e 
Noah Porter of Yale gave t's his work on the I n tellec t • 
~oseph Haven, his upon Mental Philosopr~ e Julius M. Se elye 
and Lau rens ~.Hickok of Amhers t # t heir collaboration ; _ J ames Me. 
Cosh of Princeton, his work upon the Intui tiona , Francie Wayland 
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of Brown University and Mark Hopkins of Williaia!ts Collt;ge were 
apparently more interested in Koral Sc ience. Bu t in the main, 
or on the whole, Will was considerably put on the waiting list. 
In the admirable work, "Outline of Psychology," for school. pur-
poses, by James Sully, Exan1iner e.t Cambr idge, England , a.nd else-
where over the re, we find very interesting treatments some things 
come first which should, bu t in the main the Will yet waits .. 
Is it possible t hat, with the shifting of interest considerably 
and the broadening of our view to so many manifestations or 
f unctions of both hody and mind the first may yet e l a e t and 
the l ast first to be taken up and do duty? Turning, for the 
sake of noting almost the latest way o ·study where anything 
like cor.apleteness it'l the consideration of mind is undertaken, 
we observe this. The brillie ..nt, yet . somewhat eccentric as well 
a 6 ver •. a. tile and original Harvard prof essor who has just gone 
from us, in his first ·.rolume upon PsycliJ:ology has this order in 
his ta.ble of topics, a.nd these topics: The Consciousnesu of 
Self t Attention, Conception, Discrj.mination and Comparisont 
Association, The Perception of Time, Memory. In his second, he 
considers Sensation, Imagination, The Perceptions of Things) The 
Perception of Space, The Perception of Reality, Re asoning, The 
Production of Mov emen t, Instinct, Emoti.on, Will. I do not know 
whether Professor Jan1es had a reason for this way of s eparating 
and putting together subjects which others have grouped so very 
e diff erently. Will is at the end , a.s usua.l, which was har dly to 
be eJq)ected . 
Sully· says, "Mental Science adopts the threefold 
' I divisi on, feeling, knowing, willing; fe eling being placed first, 
~he order be ing ·made p rominent with his headline. That re-
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minds us of Schleiermacher,. and some others, who have large 
interest in the sensibilities. Professor James associates 
Attention and Conception in his first l ist, aD if V1C3 attend and 
thi~~ at the start or without delay . Very l ikely grown people 
do; but how ie it with children and grown people, too, at first ? 
He puts Sensation, Imagination and Perception togethe r in his 
second l i st which, except that they a r e ir.. the second, is 
better . He discusses the perception, rather than the intui-
tion, as many authors prefer to say, of time in the first list, 
and of space and reality in the second. Why he does this it 
would be difficult to tell, except that i.t does not seem to make 
a.y difference to Profes sor J ames how you proceed with your 
mental meal . Sir William Hamilton ' s definition of Science is 
a good one: "A complement of cognitions, having in point of 
form the charac te r of logical perfecti.ons, in point of sub-
stanc e the charac ter of real t r uth. " Perr.aps we de not any of 
us know just what logical perfection is, and so we may not be 
held rigidly to any orde r . For the sake of his own emphasis, 
a.nd to more clear ly indicate the tra th which he himself sees , 
each p ychologist may follow what he judges to be the true pla.n. 
We will try to follcw eminent examples, and yet adopt our own 
pl~n, if by so doing we do not become too pr agmatic. Of' one 
thing we are sure, e.nd t hat is that in the unive r se there are 
Wills and that both Wills of the human kind and the ivine 
~ Wi ll are at worke That work whi ch they perform or accomplish 
we are glad to discern in so much of our human endeavor and 
relations. 
.. 
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THE HUMAN BEING. 
v 
I t has been srti d the child, at the beginning of his 
career , is not a soul but that he becomes one~ There is that 
in him which means something we conclude e Our t hought is that, 
in what we frequently more than anything else in children and 
in animals generally call impulse and .. ins tinct, t here is incip-
ient and initia l will. The first movement of a little child 
seems as much a push or a kick as anything. A striket a cry, 
a general impulse of body , as if to do something, we take as 
evidence of life. Breathing,for instance , continuance of 
breathing, heart beat. ' a.nything irr.;dicating motion of a r:rzythmic 
or i.rregular character counts fo r something, a.s if it were do · ng 
sm eth:r_g o Doing is the word which indicates no conscious 
willing of an infant, but unconscious, spontaneous energy or 
effort as if it were made that Wf\Y, a.nd it . probably is. A 
little bundle of impulaes , a.n or ganism ready for actions and re-
actions. Appetite gets i r. · t s work very quickly, then unmean-
ing and unpur poaive exercise al~Oi soon play of the r espons ·ve 
character aroused or excited by s tim il.i or presented objects of 
all sorts. Any motion almost may be called a kick or jerk) a. 
push or a striving for life, however uninte~l igent . That kick 
or cry, that reach of the little arms or clutch of the ha!d , or 
whatever it may be, whether feeble or s trong , the attempt to do 
something or be somethi~g, is taken by nurses and physicians and 
pare ts as sign 'ficant and to indicate that home has found a 
I 
living product and is in possession of something of very tender 
yet ab i dir!g interest; if it be a real, normal home where the 
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l.i ttle one is wanted a1111d accepted to be ca r ed fer, and watched 
ove:r• awaiting growth an development. Respon ing to the "I 
here, I w.1 do ing something to become someth · ng " of the child 
Professo r Walter Rauchenbuschts prayer may well be consulted 
to make parents reflectivea 
"A RAYER FOR THE BABIES. 
"0 God, since Thou hast laid the li ttle children into 
our arms in utte r helplesame sn , wi t h no protection save our love 
we ray that the sweet appeal of their baby hands may no t be in 
vain.. Let no innocent life in our city be quenched again in 
useless pain through our ignorance and sin. 
"May we who are mo thers or f athers seek eagerly to 
join wisdom to our love, lest love itself be deadly when un-
guided by knowledge. Bless the doctors and nurses, and all the 
friends of men, who are giving of thei r skill and devot i on to 
the care of our children. 
"If there are any who were kissed by love in t heir own 
infancy, but who have no child to whom they may give as they 
have received, grant t.hem such largeness of sympathy that they 
may re j oice to pay their debt in full to all childr en who have 
need of t heme 
"Forgive us; our Father, :for the heartlessness o:f the 
paste Grant us great tendernes s for all babe who suffer, and 
a growing sense of the divine mystery tha t is brooding in the 
sotd of ever y cl iJ.d ~ AirrenQ " 
T 1at "divir:e mystery tha t is brooding in the s oul of' every 
child" is the mys tery of God 's relation, of the rela tion of 
hum n pa,rents an fr iends, of the infant sou to these and to 
-, 
i 
I 
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t ts~lf and to the wo rlcia The streas, not o say the distress . 
and anguieh of life very large l y alls upon being and becom.:..ng 
relate in i e. 
The law of the beginning and contir ..uan ce of life s e · 
t e that , very largely , of ac ting upo things and having, 
arge a d s:rr.tall 1 certainly suit ble, intakes of exper · enc e ~ ~-
T i s is illustrated quit e promp tly by e ery child hen brought 
i t proper elation to the mother. I t ma r e t rue that fe e -
i .g a ens ac t ive expe ience , but i t l ooks ae if t e germ of 
real activ ' ty ere quite inborn and wantiP~ o ly a.d simply for 
occasion to be potent . The awarene s of elf omes with activ-
ity; t he awarenes s .... .I. ot Ler thing or persons 1 o • F.xper.:..ences 
a e ·n oubt ly bunched __ .... - a nd more 0 ess .mixe or m ngle a t 'the 
start , a.n 
' 
f or a long peri od~ may ne er be separate · as the 
analysis and t eatment of p ychologists have indicat As i ~ 
ne bottom or undamental s ~se-experienc o c 0 o d ' s-
comfort ·n human beings, and as in the -appreciati on of weight 
a::1d temperature, so in smelling, tasting, touching, hearing, 
seeing, or he most di ff erent :La ted exercise o ·ood y o gans, 
who can ha1f the time tell whether he is using hie senses, and 
whether he is active or passiv r·~st , or thi k ~t makes any 
diff erence? But of t h i s we are sure, that we a re living, and 
that is a very positive thing. We go on wi th our intakes ~- - - , fre~ 
q1.Aently with much vigor , as the l i ttl child and the young 0 
al animals do, whether concer ned with foo d-supplies 1~or bod r 
min • As phil ophy sometimes asaerts , we posit ourselves and 
we posit other things, and we ge t to living in a universe of 1 
......__.......---·--··--·-
realities in which we are ourselve s very real. How we do even 
that we do not much care so long as we li e agreeably or 
I 
I 
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s•..t.ccessf'..l.lly and happily . We c annot claim that Will, either 
as a f unction or as a " fhi ng- i ·1- i t a e:..f " is the :rh o Self ; 
but It determines an regulates very largely the ntakes of t e 
......_ ___ , __ _ 
n or soul throug"" ,~. th ~ an th 2se of the n magi a-
ti _ and conception. I t has to do with the perceptiiJn of re-
lations and r easoning. It ha to do with the disc overy of 
• group realities and peraonali ties and pretty much all of re-
flection and knowledg e and intercourse in life, Causality and 
identity which have worried so many and oc c asioned such disputes 
are f ixed or etermined by it, a s on a larger or universal 
s c a le they are~ f ixed by the Divine Will . The human be lng f 1•o:m 
infancy to childhood, from chil hood to manhood, from the be-
ginning of .ruanhoo to the end of existence here, as the Creator 
intended, keeps willing a nd doing , waits upon all its intakes of 
--
experience of wha teve r kind, and acting normally builds charac-
ter, makes al'lld a sse.r ts Peraonali ty. Johann Gottlieb F ichte, 
who at the re quest of the Prussian king of his day and in the 
interest of progress drew up a new const itution for Berlin 
Univerai ty , and soon thereafter for important reaso:1 was chosen 
rector of the institution by his colleagues, whose voice had 
great influence upon German philosophy because of the trumpet 
tone o:f his views and words, gav e us the true doctrine, which 
however did not so much reach oUJr thinkers and schools at once 
' 
of an as an "Active and Ethic al Personality~" Such was Fichte 
• himself . Su ch should the little child become . Such it does 
become, for wea l or woe, in the world. Urged by, as well as 
qui ckened and taught of. Go d and by human parents and friends 
or teachers, an Active and Ethica l ~ersonality is the Ideal 
• 
• 
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Being for all, l:ittle or large and grown-up human beings. Per-
sonality,conld it be imagined, not actiYe, not ethical, in a 
wor l d like ours of such complex relations, would seem strange 
indeed; inde ed it could not be. Even those creatures we con-
sider inferior to ourselves are certainly active and have some 
habits which seem to bring them into the group of the Ethical • 
• 
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SO TRAINI G. 
VI 
Ideals rather than ideas must be weighed by us if 
Will should be p r imarily cons ide red; and the l~ill - shou1d be 
primarily cons idered if we see reason for doing so, or discover 
it as a faculty -or function of the soul worthy of supreme 
valuation in life • 
. A. few years ago, before Mis s Ellen Emerson died, by 
her courteous i nvi tation, one winter afternoon, we were c.:ruietly 
and pleasantly sitt;ing in the library of the fine o_d Emerson 
ho2ue at oncord and talking about her fa ther s taste for read-
ing, and his particular interest in autho rs as remembered by 
her brother, Dr. Emerson ,and herself, and as shown in his books 
on the shel,Tes. "He was fond of ontaigne, "I said. And 
wondered why. I have since learned why, probably. ontaigne 
did not care for the forma and incrustations of things, those 
o'f learning eSJ)ecial1y; 'but des ired that souls &houl•i be left 
free to inquire after the substance of' truth and f ind values 
adapted . to indiYidual tastes and preferences. Emerson develop-
ed considerably, if no ·t to a superior degree, as we .know, lion.,. 
ta.igne • . :diaregard, if not disgus t , for so much that society and 
institutions want and insist upon as binding . ontaigne, in 
breaking with the schoolmen, considered, as he said, that the 
true educators were the Spartans of Greece rather than the 
e ~ Athenians . The Spartans cared for character and action; the 
Athenians for literature and debates. "At Athens boys learnt 
to speak wel1, at Sparta to do well; at Athens, to escape from 
sophistic al argrunerDts. and to face all attempts to deceive them; 
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at Sparta to escape from the allurements of pleasure and to face 
the slings .and arrows of outrageous fortune, even death itself. 
In the o:ne system there was the constant exercise of the tongue~ 
in the other of the soul . " 
Bousseauwaa another of the thinkers who, from the 
French standpoint, thought there was need of breaking away from 
·• school methods. But he was too radical and revolutionary~ As 
another has stated it, "he maintained , " in his prize essay 
whi ch gave him fame, 11 that ci 1Tilization, the arts and all human 
institutions were from first to last pernicious in their effects 
and t hat no happiness was possible for the ht~an race without 
giving them all up and returning to what he called the state 
of' Nature. " J ean J acques Rousseau lived in the eighteenth 
century, while :Montaigl'lle lived in the sixteenth. In two hundred 
years ontaigne ' s ideas could not have gained much headway ,if 
Rmss eau ' s attitud~ o"" mind or his spirit even with much dis-
count , is to be received. The latter vras certainly strenuous 
f .::lr nortnal method in educati on. e said, "Childhood is the 
sleep of reason~ " which is not true as to much of practical 
reasoning either in children or animals . He says, "Everything 
is good as it leaves the hands of the Creator; everything 
degenerates in the hands of' men. ' Things have never yet lef't 
the h~ds of the Creator ; God stays with what he has made, man 
i ~cluded, even when man does very foolish and wicked things. 
• t Rousseau is right in so many respec.ts, as when he says, 
" he aim of education must be ~omple te living; " and "Hature 
(God) wills that c!rlldren should be children before they are 
men ." Again, "Plants are df;veloped by cultivation, men by 
2 7 
educa ion .. " An , "In he hea. t ( thew.;; 1 ) o the ch · l._ nergy 
is overflo·.,.ling and a pre ada outwards .. " Even in the handA of 
Rousseau not "everything degene rate""; " SOJQ.e things are mo t 
exc llently thO'Il1gh ou t a: sa: _ , and urged upon uma.n attent i n . 
T e M avian paetor Comenius . main yo the seventeent h 
century, had some excellent thoughtB upon and tried to i mpro 'ITe 
-tt education$ He was omewh t in t ouch wi h Fra.ci s Bacon, of 
• 
England, and enthusiastically asked, "Are not we 1 as well as the 
o_d philosophers , pl.g.ced in Nature • s garden?" He desired :for 
every soul communion with God and nature of the fullest k:ind .. 
Bacon and Milton an well as Locke have cl~lce thoughts upon 
learning an e ducat ion ; but they did not have any practical re-
1at i n to education wi t hout bo ka. The aat11e might be said of 
the E.gli ah wri ters, part icular ly Herber t Spencer, who~ taking 
u t:e e olu ionar y hypothes i s caught t he attent i on of many in 
these lat t er days . Many of Herbert Spencer ' s ideas ., though .much 
elaborated nd sys tematized,are no t in harmony wi th t he bea t 
educational ... oncep t ions as we are coming to see very positi el y 
and clearly. The mind is viewed as too much detached from its 
own convictions and fe elings or i nterests in life, and especial-
ly that grand idea of' reedom. As to a genuine e thical se..-lti-
ment and at ti tttde, it can hardly be said to arise f r om. a treat-
ment of ethics.m re than any hing else much too t heor etica:: an 
o little the is tically evoluti nal .. Conduct ,in the high sense., 
arisee in Persona1ity bo r n f r om cont act with . I deal Person. 
Spencer doubtless means to r e.c ognize the Person of God and the 
real freedom of man. But he doea not, in hi emphasis upon 
heredity and environment, do tha any too fre~entlya All 
} 
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complete systems of thought, by a t tempting to be s cientifi c 
without God, are failures. Within all ot her unfo l dings is the 
Great Unfo1ding and Explanati~n of things . 
From 1?46 t o 182? J ohn Henry Peatalozzij of Zuric 1, 
Switze r1and, lived~ His soul ·ll'ras filled \Vi th the spirit of 
"being a."lld doing before know:tng •. " To many of his Swi s s friends 
~ h e s eemed unusual a~d s trange. Rousseau had aff ected him, had 
a·tlakened hie inter es t to conform wholl y to the practical and 
real in life, or to the s t ric t l y natur al. He took God int o his 
conception and experience to be recognized fully, and he took also 
the needy, a -moat helpless , individual soul. Peas nts he felt 
-
should have opportunities as well aa t he pr ivi l eged class, 
thou!gh s ometimes they were lifted up simply to h9lp oppress or 
make l ife har d for othe r s . He said i n one of hi s ..co ables : "The 
fishes in a pond bronght an accusation against the pike who were 
mak_ing great ravages among t h eme · The judge, an old pike, said 
that their complaint was well founded, and that the defendants, 
to make amende, should allow two ordinary f i sh eve r y year to 
bec ome p i ke a 11 Pes t alozzi ' s sympathy went out to the children~ 
The peasantry could be lift ed out of their degr adation by g i ving 
attention _to the r i ght educat t on of the children of his people. 
Not by books, not through know1edge mere1y , but by the awaken-
ing of right feeling or interest a nd t he t raining of the will . 
11 The thing was not that they should know what they di d not know, 
e bat that t hey should behave aa t hey did not behave . 11 The wonder-
ful me~~ing of that word behavior went into life with him. The 
true idea of God as Father living with his children, and help-
ing them to live with their chil dren, and all teachers of 
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children in a silldlar way, givi ng out for them their lives in 
gentle and generous sympathy to make true character, waa the 
great idea of Pestalozzi which went into the kindergarten work 
when later that, by Froebel, was established,and has affected 
I 
the world of school life so much since. "A knowl·edge of the 
creature to be guided, " he deems all important, and, through 
• the study and shaping of behavior, he guides the Will. Concen-
trate attention on the W.iill, and work according to the prin-
ciple of nature) not artificially_. in anything undertaken, is his 
idea. 
Frederick Wilhelm August Froebel is another splendid 
illustration of the deep current of mind, in the matter of 
truth and wisdom, in the complete and satisfactory education of 
cnildrenQ Fro ebel was born at Oberweissenbach ~ in the so called 
Thuringian Fo-res t , in 1 ?83 _  a date that interests ua as suggest-
ing the t~eaty of peace :with Great Bri t a in ... and died in 1852. 
HOw he came to be just the man he was, outseeing so many others, 
does not altogether appear. God only knows how some minds are 
more or better made than others, Or have greater power of 
seeing. Probably God' s will acts on the human will) and the 
human will acts for itself to cause the seeing . We need often 
to stop and thi.nk, not so much a s science has, of "infinite 
energy; " or, as philosophy has, of the "absolute" " as of the 
Infinite or Absolute Person in the universe, or of God doing 
e things. Willing with that Person, i:f we may learn his purpose, 
is better than thinking. Doing as He does makes greatness and 
a greatness who s e f undamental quality is or shou1d be loveo 
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THE CLEARING OF VISION. 
VII 
Some say that they do not understand Fr oei)e:l, but he 
~ apparently understood himself without apparently looking too 
• 
r 
• 
much at himselfe He saw h~self in relations , and he f elt the . 
power of motive-material whic!1 came to him and wh ich he con-
r verted into motives. He saw the motive-cause, the motive-end, 
I the mo tive-reason, the motive-means, the motive-spiri t . He 
understood how causes could co-operate, how God and man could 
work together, a.nd should, which is the Christian i dea . J esus 
said , "My Father worke th, aJJJd I work. " God has been working ... 
that is a reason for man's working. They should work together 
to make man's person or character ; t hey should use all good ways 
and means or material and re s ources about them and in them, man 
taking or recei v ing from all true fountai ns of supply and con-
verting all the while, in the right spirit . inheritance wi thin 
and sur r oundings without t o the renewing and making or building 
of himself and to the joy of the Divine Father in the iTOnderful 
partnership . 
The awakening of Froebel was , a.s is so often the case, 
of ot e in poverty or in hard conditio BQ What the funct ion of 
bir th ir1 hard condi t.ione particularly is, we might a sk in the 
caae of auch a soul as that of Abraham Lincoln . We wonder some-
times more at the death of a n1an whose li.fe has been devoted to 
1 . .p.: sacr ~ . .i.ce , or a serYice of goodness ; but there is r ea 'tin :fre-
quently to wonder at birth when things_ seem so much against us . 
There is wonde r oftentimes~ ~lso, when we s ee one start out in 
life vi th. purpc.s e well - f'ormed, a .. nd promise a,pparent of a splen-
r 
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did ca reer , to see that career opposed by circumstances and per-
haps much of the longed for life-work intei·ru.pted or cu t short 
a nd altogether changed • . Fr oeb el came out of his forest home, 
and with difficulty reached the University of Gottingen, and then 
Berlin University~ But he had little more than come to appre-
ciate his opportunity and find him8elf in the thought of his 
mi~al.on, in unders ta,nding a.nd acting in life in the sp irit of 
discove~r of a great Unity in all thingsJ when he was called to 
war~ But he had heard the voice of the great Fichte, a.nd was 
r sponding even then to a deeper stumnons~ The way to attack a 
problem a.nd settle it was something that was ge tting hol d of 
hiDl. And his problem related to the welfare of humantty .much 
more than any war problem. I t demanded strenuousness and 
patience, push or persistence, and great self-control. Gradu-
ally it yielded to solution, but !'lOne too soon. Slo·{tly the 
r -sul ts cara.e over from Germany to us.. Two or three things frcmt 
Froebel may be q·uoted : "In everything there VI l"ks and stir one 
life, because to a.ll One God has given life. " "Educat ion should 
lea- a.na. guide man to clearness concerning himself and in him-
celf, to peace with nature, ;,;nd to unity with God; hence it 
should. lift him to a knowledge of himself and of mankind to a 
knowledge of God and of nature, and to the pure and holy life 
to which such kEJowle;dge leads~ " " The object of education ia the 
realization of a f ai l1.1"ul, pure, inviolate, and hence ho.:.y 
life. " Froebe l ' s concepti. on of the sou1 ' s :relation to God and 
his grand ideal as an educator are very clear .. 
Horace Mann,born at Franklin, Mass. , and well known 
as he-~ving a l~rge interest in edueation in his day, whose l ife 
was almost contemper aneous with Froebel ' s , he havj.ng be en born 
only about a dozen years late:r, started i n lif e with deprivations , 
as so many wi t.h lc·ng and clear v ision have done. From the per-
iod of t en to twenty years of age he enj oyed not mo r e than fiix 
we eks of s chooling in a ny year . He earned his school books by 
braiding straw, a nd , be cauBe cf the povert y of his family, be-
• came very self-reliant a s well as frugal and industrious. When 
he graduated f rom Br own Universi t y in 1819 , the theme of hie 
oration was, "The Pregresslve Charac ter of t he Human Race ~ " 
Wh en he bec am.e a l a.:wyer, he was especial ly dist i ngu i shed for his 
truthfulness or pro:fessional consc ient iousness and b:tegri ty, 
1.d his hunu:.me spirit. W'.aen he became an educator he v;as full 
of the spirit of progress, eststbl i shing no rmal schools; calli ng 
or support i.ng edu cational conventi.ons ~ 8.nd set t ing in motion 
improved methods in many ways tr...rough his recommendations and 
i nflt:. enc e both in Massachusetts and the Middle We.:s t , particular -
l y Ohio. Ten year s before Fr oebel died he was in Germany 
visi 1:;ing schools , gathering suggestions from the new experience 
ove:r ther e, and, upon hie ret.urn to this country , embodying in 
pamphlets and reports enough to win him especial re~ognition and 
honor1 aB the s t atue in front of the statehouse of Massachusetts 
att.ests . Hi s lecture s on educ El. t i on were t ransle,ted into F renc h , 
and had g r eat influence a t home an abr oad . 
I n the whole h istory of educational psychology there 
• is nothing more profoundly i nteres t ing than the Froebel infl uence 
upo n Ameri can education, tho .gh :the New England situation, 
because of the fa:ilure of its theology to adopt the true vi ew 
of f r eedom of t he will hindered progress. Pro gress had to be 
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made in a way quite independent of church influence. The i dea 
of the free s chool and the need of funda.mental and successful 
•1ork on the most intelligent and promising basis for the good 
·- of all was the generCH!~S motive of educa:t:itonal endeavor~ I n 
othe~ words education had to quietly outstrip theology by adopt-
ing a r ight principle and sptri t. All that was pioua_y obs truc-
• tive came to i .t death later on at Andover, when the educational 
philosophy on the 'basis of a true concepti.on of freedom tri-
umph d. The wri. ter re•calls so well when the noble men in that 
controversy took their stand, at the tr al in Boaton, a.nd main-
tained tha.t the true theory of life was educati on rather than 
that of probation) e.r.rd won for themselves so much of pub ic 
approva.l. Thej.r contention was crowned y a qu:il te geners-.1 
adoption of an Ethical rather than Ecclesiastical Orthodoxy 
which both Uni versiti es and College s as well aa Churches were 
glad. to welcome ~.nd adop t as soon as p ssi.b e .. 
• 
• 
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THE VISION AS STEADILY GAINING. 
VIII 
Why has t.he fly such a marvelous.eye? The answer 
which has usually been given i~ that he y Bee i!l all direction~!· 
The soul cf man , in the seeirlg of the tmi ted many, gets to be 
very strong a s bearing upon what is ·d .. hin i n the universe as 
,. ell as upon what is v, i thout. I t see a God in the 1 tipli city 
of thir:.gs he has made) a.nd parti cu ~a.rly in the little chi dren 
everv where already gro i ng ·p 0 be men and women; a.nd also in 
the youth and maid"ns choosing e due a ion for t hemselves in our 
wo. derful schools a.nd impro .Lltg oruee where domestic life _a,s 
been well establi hed and. promoted. Not; less in those si -ua-
tiona , everywhere, where perhaps l:it le that is f vurable or 
attract ive can be aa~erte • We s ee God. We see how in all 
I i 
so much of true inspiration an encouragement ia needed. We 
se~ how nmch we our selves can do to :maJ:~e true life for m.:l'r-
se_vec· and o thers~ The lenees of O'l!)l r spi:ri tual eyes groYl 
numerous d the :power of our vision ) when we are truly at 
work, greatly increases with otr hones~, aithful endeavor~ 
E ucationa1 }Jsycho C•gy wa :finely and i. du ... triottsly 
reprefl en ted i:n Henry Ba:rna.rd o Hartford~ Conneoti.cut Q The 
catalogue of' positio1a which he h e1d in his home state~ irn 
ode I sland , in Wiscom:in, in Maryle.nd, and finally as United 
Statef' Com..mL sf.oner of Education at Wa3hing to ; his j.nfluenc9 s 
~ la yer, as a legislator, as a fH1perin t endent o schoo ~ , a.s 
a v1r te.r. as _ editor, a s 
cf Education; w~~t he had to 
pu li.sher of the erican J ournal 
eay bot.P.t Pe talozz a kinder-
d elementary nst.rt.w-
• 
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tic·n , about Social Science and common thing , a .d abotl!t s ~perio 
·nstruc i on in ifferent coun ries; what he so broadly pur ued 
and handled . nd ao volt..-:minously did wt th such persistent and 
paramount _r:ter .. ')st; make us f e el that he had no only eerc fill~ 
ed wtth the Froebel spirit, but had the multipli e vision and 
was anx:~ous to make u all see what great work there was to be 
dcile. "The American Library of Schoo:s and Educatio_" " in f ifty ... 
two volunes, with over eight hundred indiv"'dual tre ti .. e"", is 
indicati.ve of intense interest and industry ~ Th e mult i tude of 
·J.ccessful nc 1001 teacl·ers · of uperinten er::ts of echoo::L and 
schoo_ coro~ittees of large intel igence· of co~lege and ·~niver­
s i ty \\ell a& no rmal ~cho l in.atruc to r s n profe .. so rs; t}·_e 
numero"Us pupils of both s ex.e ~ ln all gr ades of schools toda r; 
e be er teacher of theology, of p aycho:.cgy ) of biology, 
ocial scie!n!ce in this country,- all attest the val-:e of the 
Fr oebel idea and the F oebel purposet whether ~ediately de-
rived f r om Froebel or n I t is p r obab ly very . a r g e ly t he f ac 
t_at wm h~ come o pas is due t o the remodel~i~g, t he r e-
"'ons cti e process f he ninete,enth century o life by the 
Di v ine Power working ;.nus 11. o car·y humanity for ard to a. 
hoice o higi'..:.e r and better things and a r ipening o indi vidual 
and social as well ac re ).gious charac-ter. 
T · '<5 country, a.e well as other parts of the world, 
uring the la t fifty yeare has been doing things~ The power 
• of Will a s well as lntell.igence has greatly i ncreased.. I ndeed 
Vill iS opening the eyes of ·inte ligence~ God i s the evolution-
ary energy of mankind. He is the backing and t he insp ·rat:tonel 
p ower e He is 1-n the great n ev. serv:i.ce of humani t.y, in be}.1..a.lf 
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f human ty, o help humani y to come to or at t a i n i t s own& To 
give ue a better childhood and make it possible to gain a higher 
• 
manhood and V/ODianhood . To induce and educe the be tter in :flesh . 
forms and evolve the bett.er spiritual hrough the better c o-
operati on of all souls in li fe~ The great educators and pr -
phets of today ·.vo r k in better fa~hi on and w· th better rc~ul t~, 
e with one Gre·t Exception~ a e v;e fee..,, than fc,:rmerly; an d tl:ere 
• 
ar e o many morE' of the ..... The late United States C mm.i s:ii er 
of Educati.cn, Dr. Will am T. Har:r-:i.e, waz a. great far- !} ~e:!.ng, 
dGep-aee .. r.:g and all- around seei:r.:g man.. He s ~w the prese .~t 
poi i tic l a.t"'l:d s ocL . .t nee .,and in s imple s.peech once sai "The 
schoo:~. must develop all chi .dren into good c i izeus ~ " Tl:e 
p re:: ent Pr esidetJt of Bos ton Universit , Dr .. WilJ...:am E . Hun . in -
t n, h.a rt r centl: '.1 ttered a noble word : "The gr~a.t law of 
ri .. t eonsnees which i the funda.-nental a:i:rr; o religion can only 
e c s tEt lie ed in the world by such :rr.en and wo .. en a e thor.;e who 
t i nk c!early, ac'!. no ly , make thei.r intellects serve th ir co:n~ 
s c:i encea, and their r ligio"· serve both God and a.n,. " But why 
may no. all grow and bee :me of tha+ class? I s not that God ' s 
plan? As to e.thical and relj gic.vs psychology , a s well a £> peda-
gogy, we have been spe · "'fically gainir:g~ We have Bta·red with 
and left Kant. We have gone on to Fichte and Fr oebel, as 
indicated by what we have s en in Hor~ce Mann and Henry Barnard 
and in ·his country we s tan today ideall y and practically w th 
President Hunting ton of Bo ton Unive rEd ty, wi h Ex-Presider.1t 
Tucker o Dart mon th, with Presidents Harri s and Hy e of ... eret 
n B~wdoin respectiv-ely, with Pres dent King of Oberlin 1 Fau e 
f Brown 1 Hadley of Yale , and Lowell of Harvai·d, and a ilo~t of 
• 
t .er ood men and •o en presidin i _ the ... nt>t,it.utions of th 
,.. 
I 
an an the Chri.:: t. ian pulpits; in th :i r e hi cal and economic 
and cultur al t oi ls and uttera.nc! ..: . The eo E are gra ping th 
i ea e o t ese teachers and leadur , and gradually making them 
their own. T 1e schoo1e of o·~r ctties a.r , in many si uationa, 
adop t ng eo many 'bt;,a:lti ul met.ho· e of object and xperienc& 
t~achi to p t the young !Ili..d ra. id and ~ cceasfuJ..ly fcnv a r-
...at we }+ave great hope .. 
I n the Pey cholce; of Religion p t.icularly we are a 
it. t le in danger of taking bacl:,. ard "'tepa a As Herbert :Spencer, 
fix.i:ng his at t ention oo ~po .. · o t · on a.s a pri eiple aLd 
.ot sufficiently u on t eistic evolution and theisJic et :cs, 
be r- ~e rather harmfully learned nd ecie~ tific, o \Ve di. s cerr: a 
sird 1 .r tendency just now among writers and teacli er · • T e 
thought seems to be that tne common mind , ·oei.ng somewha tired 
I!' 
')T perhaps oppose to
1 
c.ert. n type of r igiou repr aent ~ 
tiou, i s tired f or opposed to religio its f. H nee the 
e:f-ort to make religicn, a. a sue ) se m to spring out of man 
rather than God .. Man fee p, a-n discovers hi s rel t ion tc Go 
1 •. thout God in some sen e conceived, ther is no e igion. 
-
As to the common mdnd, unmistak ly it ie religious. Better 
than to be learned and scho= atically one-cide or detac 1ed fron 
w·.at is fundamenta. , is it to recog ize a 1 the facte. No 
~ amount o putting as i de or of shunting things that have their 
• 
plR.ce or power in he uni ve:t'se will put them ou o exie tence, 
or in he end please. No philosophy of Nietzsche or approac 
to ite mere subjective:r ~esa will ever sati fy t he hungry or th 
well-fed man. Only complete truth sati sfie • Hence we reject 
any such statement as this which Professor Ames has given: "The 
• 
• 
• 
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origin of religion x x is to be sought in the ori.gin of the 
social consci ousness." That cannot be true, however much re-
ligion and the social consciot~sness may appear together , except 
as the social consciouanes .. ts understood to include God, a.nd as 
there is a distinct and posit.ive recognition of the indiv idual 
soul. If it be said the social consciousness includes God:~ it 
must also, to be truthful, be sai.d that God is v;i th each soul 
not lese than with all souls~ and that p r ofound fact of personal-
ism, to which the lat e Professor Bor den P. Bow·ne of Boston 
Unive r sity call d att·ention, must not, in any appearance of 
thought, be given upw We do no+. think Professor Ames has justly 
weig11ed ; end o+.hers using similetr language may have not, the 
possibl e erroneous consequence of their ut terances. Consequence 
or me re i nfe re nce by any that is not well justif:i €!d by f'act we 
should be on o~r guard to preventa A si~lar criticism seems 
proper as to the us e made of the valu ble contributions relat -
i ng o conversion by Profeseo r George A • . coe , formerly of the 
Northwes tern Univer sity but now of Union Theolcgical Seminary, 
N. Y. Professo r E . D. Starbuck 1 and Pres ide!'!!t G. Sta.nl€·y Hal.J 
of Clark University, Worcester, Mass. Wi thout doubt religion 
is more or less a matter of develcpment according to years, or 
in afisociati on ir1 some way with other c ircumstances , but conver-
sion is not the whole of religion. And it can hardly be con-
cluded that, either where there is no conversion or sudden change 
an in the cace of many,. and l.i fe from the start flows on in toler-
ably ull and •normal fa.shion. or where the re are sudden ext"! i t.e-
men t s or movements and then subs i dings and react ons which usua.l-
y accompany, the so 1 !:aa actually lost or gained. Many of he 
• 
• 
• 
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clean and wholesome growths elsewhere in the world are by no 
means uniform MJ regula.r as we might expect. Psycholcg i ets ce.n 
r eport phenomena as they have done, evangelists can report die-
poa i ticms and inclinations and dec i sions that souls make or seem 
o make in religious meetings an.d eJ.eewhere. God ie a l:·etter 
judge of t he spirit of man or of true life and character g Con-
.vers;.on te not in most casee the beginning of religious exper-
i ence, ar.d the satisfac.f;ions of Rel igion spri ng mo re out of 
inter views and communion with God o:f t - repeated by humble and 
willing or wo:-king souls, by loyalty to God 's will and by 
ccep tance of his love, than anything else . He that will do Hia 
wi 1 shalJ kno,~v of the doctrine here as in some ther r espects. 
And, that of eour se, mean:~ continued and fa i th:ful doing • 
4 
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IX 
A flash of light i s a f a~h of power, However gen le 
t he l i.ght, there seems t o be power be .:ind it. When I turn the 
electr:i.c but on o illuminate my room to see things, with no 
no i s whatever, but in the mo a t quiet and gentle manner, the 
room is lcod ed and filled. But I kno\v there i s power behind 
a1 d out of sight which has its origin in a great dynamo; a.nd, 
i n the dynamo, becaus e there is power still farther ack , aa I 
am compelled to state or confess if I g ive credit to all my 
experience . But no power, no light~ 
I s it not aleo true that, were there no Wil , t he r e 
would be no intellect in personali t.y and no fe elings? Whether 
we know anything about t he substt;l.nce of mind or s oul or not, 
on y as we knower expertence manifestati ons, i s no t the ap-
parent conclusion from an·a.lcgy impres sive? At t he beginni ng God 
f ashed light into the universe. God as Power did t hat , and we 
have had Power as related to fo r ms and existence whi ch he creat-
ed doing that ever since. He relates Pow·er or Himself to new 
fol'I!ls and existences, and goes on manifesting himseJ.f, making 
the wo r l d realize hie Presence and t hink about Hi m. The preced-
ence of Power or Personality or Sel , or t he reco gnit ion of Will 
• in God or Man as being near er essential Sel f t han anything else 
which se ems to diffe r , has great significance; or eo valuates 
being as to make life worth while here and now and always. 
Being. can do and does things; ie doing al .. the while ex c ept when 
it suspends itself or sleeps. When it suspends, or perhaps more 
truly halts and interrvpts itsel f or eleepa . as it appar ently can 
• 
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do , it is because Superior Eeing or God is in control, or has 
made that possible to Man. Will or Active Self is the real Unit 
of exi stence which thinks an4 feels. Thinking and feeling are 
subordinate manifestations of mind or soul rather than coordin-
ate. 
We do not deny , but on the other hand affirm, mystery both 
in connection with derived and primal being. There is mystery { 
above or back of mystery, and mystery inside of mysterye Elec- \ 
tricity is mystery, sunshine is mystery, life is mystery; and 
yet electrici.ty and sunshine and life are interea.ting and appeal 
to us. That which lives always appeals to us. That which can 
be converted or applied or used or expressed in varying forms, 
in a way, always commands us. We give it attention. And ao, 
when considering Soul or Kan as being first of all , and perhaps 
last of all as well &8 all throughout. Will or Living Power, 
being so coneidered it seems as if intellectual charac ter istics 
might be thought of as wisely and widely constructed paths of 
power, and f eelings as waves of power. They might also,to some 
extent, be regarded as storage center s or places of accumulat.ion 
or distribution of power, at least feed-wires running along,and 
useful trolley poles. Certainly intellect and feelings do not 
have domdnation,or should not have,and heredity and e~vironment 
• and mental habits,whatever their necessity and value in the sys-
tem,should not be allowed to have a false action or reaction upon 
• the Will. Will should stay supreme, or »an should control him-
self in the sphere in which and for the end God had in view in 
creating him. Man , to put the whole thought in a simple form of 
expression , must learn to work with all he is and has as God 
• 
• 
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made and makee h:iim in associati-on wi t.h God. The dynatzd.cal and 
wise unders tanding of life is conveyed by Froebel's words in the 
"Education of M~n:" "Man should create and bring fo rth like 
God," thoughwe prefer to say, living wit.h God. "The Wo r d was 
with God, " we read in .John. So should all trt:t.e human Personal-
ity as well as reason or speech be • 
Conation has been defi~ed •s a natural tendency in a 
body to devel op itself, whether physical or psychical. George 
. Galloway of Castle Douglas, New Brunswick , in a. thoughtful 
book 1 entitled "The Principles of Religious Development," says; 
"Purposive activity ie the inner note of all subjective exper-
ience ~ and it ie by means of it that the rudime11tary mind slowly 
brings its latent resources to birth. But t he conative unity , 
though cont inuously mainta,ined, could not per s e ensure the 
typical character of mental development, unless i t had refe rence 
t o, and were the completed struc ture of conscious life.;" In 
other wo rds, a human being must pull and push altogether to make 
himself, if he would attain a high standard. Gal1oway , inter-
estingly to us adds: ''The primacy of the will might seem then~ 
to be the corollary of the profound teleological character of 
mental evolution, for this character is moat intimately related 
to the conative or active experience~ And it is a doctrine which 
has won much support recently~ It ie advocated by thinker s like 
Wundt, Paulsen, a.nd Hoffding ~ and our preaent day Pragnatis te 
are forward in insisting o~ it. :Nor if kept in its limits a.e a 
psychological principle which works well in its own sphere is 
there any ]l)eed to object to it." 
• 
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We are glad to lear n that eminent psychologists and 
philosophers who are studying religion see just what we see j and 
it is no t necessary t o say that electricity which gives lighting 
po-v~·e r and fu rnishes energy to move things ~ or t he dynamo gener-
ating electricity should be identified wi t.h the feed.~wire or any 
others conveying illumination or the waves of ener gy i n passing 
or transmitting current s! 0) that the dynamo, receiving energy 
from some other kind of ac t i.vi ty, as from the b:Urning of co al , 
or the accumulation and falling of water is the whole thing. 
I ntellections and fe elings may be formed as they may; ideas and 
emo tions may and must a ttend .just the s ame a s ever for such use 
as they may have ; but the Will, along with the Divine Will, mus t 
continue to do things which mean the Soul's advance in ever y-
thing. It i s especially conat ive, but not indepen ently B Oa I t 
is free, but must choose and wo rk with God .. It se ems go od to 
find in Galloway this idea "that the transition from the tem-
poral to the eternal mus t be accomplished i n the pe r sonal life;" 
and_"by insist ing on the inner relation of each per sonal. life to 
the Eternal, it seems possible to do j ustice to personal values~' 
Also, "And if it be true that the human spirit has ita ground 
in the Divine Spirit, we may infer that the more fully man de-
v elo a hie essential p ersonal.ity in this eventf u l. earthly his-
t ory the more compl etely is he being t ransfor med into harmony 
with t he Divine Nature ." Happily ,for the confirmation of our 
• thou·ght, is the late Professor Otto Pfl eiderer of the Uni ver-
sity of Berlin , quoted as saying i n hie descri p tion of the 
essence of religion , that it is "the reference of a man's l i :fe 
to a wo r ld- governing Power and the seeking to grow into a living 
• 
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union with it .. " 
But all t h i s is simply gtJtting an adjustment an pur -
pose i n life corresponding to wh~ t Christianity , ccor ding to 
t he teaching and life of J esus , requi resa Doing the will of God 
or working with God is the gr eat i nspiration and potent prin-
c i ple of Jesus and Paul , by which t he worl , in spite of the 
many failures and .faults of indiv iduals r epresenting Christian-
ity, a,nd the erroneous practices of organized Christianity , has 
made most fit s advance . Our best thins re fo und and our 
best :progress made where t he Christi nity of J esu has been em-
brace nd ha the f ield of wo r king opportunity. It is l~rgely 
the sourc e of what we ar e iscovering and maintaining in these 
days of such astonishing material and spi r itual endeavor .. . 
Dr. Jes se Benedic t Carter , in his recent lectures before the 
Lowell Institute, said that Jul ius Cae~ar was great because he 
thought every .r.aan as great as hilnself'. Jesus was and is the 
Ideal of Spiritual Human Greatness,it may be said ,because he 
sees in everyone the Power to become .the Spiritual Chil.d of 
God through genuine effort. The making or becoming of the true 
' Child of God insures the Coming of the Kingdom of God • 
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X: 
The olution of the Problem of Life has to do p r imar -
ily with the plac e ac corded the ~tll in our thinking , and, also , 
secondarily , with our understanding of and our attitude toward 
certain har d facts involved in our relation to God. We will )ro-
ceed to conside r and suggest as to t he hard facts4 
1. Littl eness and Feebl eness of Human Beings at the 
Start. 
otwithstanding the richness of poss i bility s et before 
us by optimists especiall y and tudents on t he highest plane of 
thinking of becoming something in life after we get started or 
. .) 
set up, or learn for ourselves to s tand and walk , or to travel 
in trains and au tornobf.les , in s tea.mships and airships, and what-
ever other way there be , we begil1 in such a little and feeble 
fashion as to make the entrance upon life to undertake the great 
business very d i scouraging. here is this t o be said concern-
ing that. VIe do not seem to be troub,led very much about our 
lit t leness and helplessness at t he time. Happily we are ignor-
ant of it until we are somewhat grown up and begin to look back 
upon others , and then th:iink how it must have been with ourselves 
al.ao. 'hen, as we reflect upon as wel1 as see it, there is 
great interest and considerable pleasurable excitement taken in 
littleness as SOJllething germinal yet holding the content of 
life. The idea is riot tormenting or dis t urbing ·to us that , :f rom 
a tint , a picture ; or from a f~int t one , an orchestra or a 
symphony may grow. From an acorn, a n oak; :from a "'i:'ear in the 
Clouds " upon Mount ·arcy, the Hudson; or from the Connecticut 
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Lake in ~ew Hampshire near Canada ~ the Great River ; or from their 
sources the Missouri and the Mississippi. Human beings , of 
course , are much more than strea:..11s which receive additions as 
they flow along and. make or find deep channels fo r themselves 
before they reach the ocean. Greater than trees or shr ubs ,which 
i nc rease we know not how,however wonderful and beautiful,are 
souls. Of more importance some time , we think , t han abnost any-
thing else, particular ly art, which is stric tly man ' s product ; 
or invention, or civilization ,which could not be without man, 
are we. Human beings are more, in our thought and·interest, 
much more than a lmos t everything else we encounter or touch 
here. So much the more we enjoy tracing the change along up the 
course of life from littleness and weakness to greatness and 
strength . A polliwog is very interesting , and the change to a 
frog or toad or aquatic salamander is \Vonderful; although many 
pe rsons today cannot tell the differe nce between a frog and a 
toad , and do not know that an aquatic salamander as well as a 
hyla or tree .. toad in the spring of the year peeps. An i nfant 
cries , lies i n its mother's arms arid joyfully takesits nourish-
ment ; then begins to creep and toddle, and so on up physi c ally 
and mental l y. By and by , a s we all see , .the man or woman ap-
p ears; or men arid women filling the worl.d with t h e greatness ot: 
thei:r. songs and deeds , their 1oves , :sometimes their hates; yes 
t heir str i vings and their aspirations fter i1mnortality . Few 
of us fail to trace somewhat of this ; most are glad to trace i t 
and woul d not have it otherwise. They positively enjoy behold-
ing the advance from the l.i ttl1~ beginning to single a.."'ld united 
greatness of soul . 
4? 
2. Ignorance. 
There is great joy also in reckoning with the fact of 
ignorance , except that we are sometimes staggered by disinclin-
ation to use the mea."'ls to gain true knowledge. With the soul 
in possession of germinal faculties and powers, or a wonderful 
capacity to develop_and increase in function ; with the whole 
range of willing , feeling·,knowing , coming on and up to attainment 
and achievement; with positive psychical accumulations and such 
-.;, 
r.o.ae;nific~nt gains through the processes of education and spir-
i tual inquiry, so persistent and cons tant,· ignorance is very 
interesting as showing by contrast what may happen in such a 
world as ours. I t certifies .to the fact that God and an are 
do.i.ng something, and deepens the great conviction that more 
things can and should be done. Only wilful ignorance , or folly 
instead of wisdom , remains to trouble or haunt us Q 
3. Slow Growth and Development. 
In this we must consult the Creator's wisdom, if we 
can discover it. It certainly does seem as if the path of pro-
gress is long, and also up-hill and hard . This has been often 
expressed as to the individual and s ociety. A look back upon 
the cour s e of history , in the quenching of sp irations and ex~ 
pectations, se ems to confirm or furnish ground for compl.aint, 
leads ome to murmur~ First, it must be said; that,_ with all 
t he knowledge we have gained by experience and s tndy , we cer-
tainly do not know all and cannot possibly conjecture the rea on 
for. all. Thi s we do s ee, that some are up to the intense push 
of intelligent and fe eling or true manly activity and epi rit; 
and some are laggards. There is a sense in whi ch the race of 
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human beings, act as they may apart, must go on together. It 
must at least, for considera,tion and calculation or estimation 
appear as a unit. The unity howeve r is not such as actually to 
prevent individuals and groups or nations to do better in some 
periods and places in the earth than others are doing in othe r s . 
This is a very interesting fact in connection with God 's hand-
ling of his world , that he makes a great fi eld for all sorts of 
opportunity arrd responsibility , and yet keeps the mass astir , 
the bright and shining factors to h elp laggards and even bad 
men forsake the ir ways and join those who a re splendidly ac-
complishing and successfully pursuing. The bright and s hining 
ones ,like suns in the fir.m~~ent, rejoice together and encourage 
a s well as urge by their exa:m.ple al'ld efforts while t hey yet keep 
moving on. Again, perhaps, it may be said that relativel~r slow 
gro\'vth and development may be in the long run very much t he out-
growth fo r creatures or beings so complex in stru.cture as our -
selves. The complexity of our being is simply astounding. 
Dissection shows i t in the body. The variety of organs and 
bodily functions attest it to all. The nervous organization, 
especially with the brain bottled or boxed in at the top, which 
not even the greatest students and explorers of brain-matte r or 
tissue so far pretend to know anything very conclusive about, 
except that they are, if anywhere, there confronted with mys -
tery, shows it. And though they seek t he soul they cannot find 
it; nor can they tell one hal~ about paths of energy , how the 
fferent and efferent p rocesses in the brain and along the 
spinal cor d go on. They simply report that they do go on , and 
pause in wonder when they have done t hat, as we all pause in 
this world of ours again and again somewhere and frequently. 
l 
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The psychical compl ex ities., when we come close to t hem, are all 
pretty much perplexities, though we do perhaps straighten out 
and with a little wisdom interpret the few. We are asking how 
do body and mind together work, a.'ld what will the soul use when 
lt is through with this body which, by reason of its organiza-
ti.on and because of the slowness of things, may hold ua back, 
may scr een the advancing spi r i tual , the "parousia" of God , from 
our vision as well as introduce us, just as fast as we can learn 
and appreciate , to things which have e ternal value. It might be 
said just h ere, t hat if we do not understand how mind and body 
work together, how the soul us es hands and fe et and eyes and 
ears, it is not strange certainly , not as strange as it othe r -
wise might seem, that we do not directly see and understand , 
except through manifesta:tions of service, how God and man work 
together all the while, and God uses man as well as man ap-
propriates the Divine. Pr obably growth and development are 
slow that we may acquire true facility or wisdom in handling 
ourselves 1 and it may be to pr event our being overwhelmed by 
revelations from God. 
4. Sine 
Sin is hard to thought. It is hard to the sinner , 
"The way of' the Transgressor is hard." God s tarts the human 
being , all human beings , with self-determination. As soon as 
self discovers itself, or Man discove rs himself, he determines. 
He detennines in such a way as to make sin or disobedience 
poss ible, when he, by God's revelation of Himself to Man, .knows 
what God's plan, His way, His desire, His cho i ce, for Man in 
certain respects , or specially and surely as affecting life and 
• 
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character or destiny, is~ Of one thing we may be sure , God 
wills not that any should perish. The whple mat t er thus con-
sidered is simple. Si n is an ' s wrong choice, God indicating 
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in s ome way his choice , and showj.ng his love. Now let us get 
the bearing of t his. God makes Man little and fe ebl e and 
ignorant , makes ran's growth and development slow , that , as an 
ethical being , he can have alar e sha re in working with God 
and 1naking himself . No such being as God des ires or purpos es 
to make can be made in any other way. Man as the child of God 
has the Power of God slowly given to him a the resul t of liv-
ing with God or in faith. Sin is not a neces s ry part of the 
p rogram of the world ; but sin certainly is possible" No man 
can say he ough t to sin , a l though he mayQ He has no permi s sion 
from God to sin. Ever y sinne r , or every devil , from t he a r ch -
angel, if there be one, or be he s imply an i maginary repres enta-
tive exis tence , to Judas or anybody else Take ' i mself , wicke-
ly seizing f or th time , as he may , Divine-Power. The poet and 
th historian , the philos opher and t h e theo l ogian, t he little 
t h inker and the big thinker , ma,r write t hi s own, or utter it 
an c nvey the t~_;:.th a Sin i e har d, but eve ry man may ke ep it 
ou f hi s life;fo r God i s al ays near him , not only t o be 
o ey ed a nd ved but o he l.p man, t o keep him. 
The . alte r nati e of s n i s not merel y ri ghteous ness , 
but t he we a h of Mind or So 1 wh i ch e So~ or a n shou d 
ha e to o ercom t he ha r dness of Sin. One o t he g rea t es t of 
Am rican economi c hi nker~, orn i n Philadelphi a an or year 
in the book bus i ness of" t hat city, bu t later a very careful 
s t ent and writer , whos e u t erances were not s o much app reci-
a · i~ his day i n t he Unite. States: 'bu 11e e t ans a 1:ed i n t o 
• 
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German , French 1 Ita.lia , Russ i an and Spani sh 1 Henry C. Carey, 
defined wea t h as " !Ve r to command he w ys gratui·toua · servi ces 
of t he gr eat .fo r ces of nature .. " Spi r itua wea t h may be de -
fined as newer to command t he wonderful contribu tions of God. 
' . 
T .. e Contri butio:n f contribut ions i n his tory, in Pers onal Form 
as well as Life and Cha r ac te r , 1 .Jesus Chri s t ¥ The Con ribu-
t i n in Unseen bu t Re a Person t t he wo r ld, wit~ ' r eg 0 
pac or time: t he Eternal Contribut ion , i s t he Spirit of the 
D'"'rine Fa ther ; and t he Soluti. n o the Problem of Li e i ver y 
much containe an i 1 s t r ated i n the I ndomita le Per severance 
o· Living~ Living with God an True Self i s Life. That Life 
i n o which God comes and s tays, into which ·an ri ses and 
struggles and s ucceeds, shoul be proof aga · ne t eve ry apparen 
di sa ·11 y or s called mi sfort,- ne . It should e t h e Triu:ni h-
i g Life · n his or any o t her world • 
